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THE GULF STREA:\I. 
'Vhat morc unwelcome questions Cln 
be asked the s()hoolboy than these: 
What is the Gulf Stream? what is its 
cause? and how does it affect thc climate 
of Western Europe? 
Not alone hi1ve schoolboys stumbled 
over thc vague and unreasonable causes 
assigned to it, and the indefillite eff~cts 
atributcd to its action. So mu<.:h trouble 
- has it causcd physicists that last year one 
of tLe lcading scientific societies of the 
world - the Hoyal GeogmphiJal Socicty 
of Engiand-entertained a discussion call-
ing in question its very existence. 
This discussion aroused thc searchers 
after truth, causing them to study care-
fully the various phenomena presenteJ by 
this ocean current, and so fruitful have 
been their labors that they are able to 
prove that the Gulf Stream is not a myth, 
and to satisf<l.ctorily understand the effect 
aud explain the cause. 
Our purpose in this article is to answer 
the abovc questions, as they should be 
answcred in view of the facts recently 
brough t to noticc. 
For morc thall a century thc following 
view has been accepted. There is a 
stream of water fluwing out of the Gulf of 
Mexico through the N arro w s of Bernini. 
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along the shores of the United States to 
Newfoundland, thence across the Atlantic 
to the shores of Great Britain. The last 
fact, viz., the existen~e of the J'\I[id-Atbn-
ti0 cUl'rent, ouly id que~tioned. Thc 
principal objection raised and the only oue 
we have sp.1ce to consider, is that the 
Narrows are only forty miles wide and six 
hundred yards deep, the current occupying 
but three-fourths of the Narrows, while in 
mid-ocean, the current is "six hundl'~d 
miles wide <tnd quite deep." 
N ow the objectors ask how a stre.1m 
only thirty ?niles wide, and quarter of a 
mile deep can become, " six hundred miles 
wide and quite deep." 
Should the two f<l.cts presented, answer, 
aR we thiuk they ao, the objections raised, 
we shall still accept the old dcfiuition. 
The stream flows through the Narrows 
at the rate of five miles per hour, ill the 
Mid-Atlantic at the rate of one mile 
pel' hOllr. This diminution in speed mi1y 
be made to explain the increased width; 
but another f<Lct aids us. A p:trt only of 
the !,\reat equ<ttorial current passes into the 
Gulf of Mexico, the rem.tinder passes out-
side of the West [udies and joins the Gulf 
CUl'l'cnt north of the Narrows of Bernini. 
These streams reunited with a decrea.;ed 
velocity form the JJIid-Atlantic cUl·rent. 
Consider in the second place the cxuse of 
this great occan current. The effcct of 
the sun's rays upou the water of the 
equatori<L1 region, is to makc it cxplnd, 
thus becoming lighter; it also causes evap-
oration, which lcavcs the water salter and 
clearcr; careful though t sholVs us that 
the first effect is much gre<J.ter than 
the second; nence the waters of the equa-
torial regivn are lighter than those of other 
regions. 
The waters of the equatorial region 
flow from cast to wcst; but if - as Sir 
: ohn Herschel argucs, left free to act, the 
,:atCl'S flowing from the eq U:l tor to the 
l oles mustdlolV from west to east; Eince 
this motion is gi ven them by the rotation 
of the earth. 
The water at the equator does not flow 
north ward of itself. The greater densi-
ty of the colder polar water gives it a 
downward and lateral movement. This 
f01'c s the eqmttorial w,lter upward 
and outward toward the poles. This 
submarine current setting towards the 
equator must have a westerly motion 
caused by thc rotation of thc earth in 
thc opposite direction. This motion is 
retained when it becomes a surface cur-
rent. 
A part of this current flows cast of the 
W cst Indies, the rem:J.inder into the Gulf 
of Mexico thence through the Narrows of 
Bernini, where it acq uires its velocity. 
The reunion of the portions flowing 
east and west of thc West Indies with 
tllC vcl00ity a~q uired by thc stream flow-
ing throu~h the N <Lfl'OWS forms the Gulf 
Stream. 
How does the Gulf Stream affect the 
climate of Western Europe? The theory 
aJ v:lnceJ from time immemorial is, that 
the air blowing above the stream becomcs 
heated, an,l being wafted over the coun-
tries of England and France, perceptibly 
affects the tempemture. 
When we consiJer the shttllowness of 
the stream whcn it rcaches Europe, and 
the f<Lct that the temperaturc of the watcr 
in the stream is not much higher than 
that of the surrounding water; also the 
temperature of the air is only a little 
highcr above the stream than it would be 
if the strcam did not flow thore ; we shall 
hardly \VonJel' that scientists denied that 
this could affect the climate of Europe to 
any grcat extent. 
Still there can be little doubt that the 
beautiful climate of Western Europe, id 
caused by thc Gulf Stream. 
Since thc sun's rays fall perpendicu-
larly upon the bnd and water at the 
equator, the he:.tt is so great that neither 
manllor be~st could live there ill comfort, 
had not the Creator so arranged his laws 
th~t some of the heJ,t is conveyed away. 
Look for a moment at the wonderful pro-
2 
vision for taking the heat of the equato. 
rial regions and carrying it to those 
countries washed by the cast Atlantic. 
Whenever any liqu in is evaporated, a 
large amount of heat force is r~ quired, i. 
e., there is much more c ohe~ion in a liquid 
than in a tras. to overcome which Tequires 
heat force; in COll \'cl'sion of water to steam 
this force amounts to 967. 5°, F. 
Evaporation takes place very rapidly at 
the equator, which process requires a 
large amoun t of heat, the rem oving of 
which leaves the climate endurable. The 
air containing this moisture is carried 
above the Gulf Stream to the countries 
of Europe where it is condensed giving 
off all the heat it received at the equa-
tor. 
Thus i~ heat taken from a portion of 
the earth's surface where it is not neeued, 
and carried imperceptibly thousands of 
miles and liberated upon an otherwise cold 
country, with an abunuance of rain,and a 
climate seyeral degrees milder than it 
would be, but for this provision of Him 
who, seeing the end from the beginning, 
has so beautifully arranged his laws that 
""'-~ _ _ t=his earth is a perfect home for man. 
EDITORS. 
ECHOES. 
Who has not, in his ehildhvod, found 
pleasure in that beautiful phenomenon of 
Nature, called echo? 
Standing by our early home. we 
have sent out loud hurrahs, and laughed 
merrily, as we heard the samc sent back 
from some distant forest or hillside. And 
though it was years ago, the echo is un-
changed, and other children are finding the 
same pleasure in this music hall of Nature. 
We find the likeness of this phenome-
non in our own hearts_ How our hearts 
echo to the kind words and deeds bestow-
ed upon us; and as we see those around 
us, unfortunate and suffering, is there not 
an echo of sympathy in our hearts? 
An unkind and surly neighbor is only 
made more disagreeable by cross words 
given in return, while pleasaut expressions 
which cost us !lothing may do much to-
w:1rd softening his heart, and removing all 
the cause for unkind ones. 
We may always find it to be true that 
the ecbo is ever l ike the voice. If the 
worfls 01' deeds are unfriendly, they awaken 
unkind feelings in return, while loving 
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words will be echoed back from a warm 
beart. Let us, as teacbers, remember this. 
H a cbild is stupid and discouraged ovel' 
his lessons. that is all the more rrason that 
the teacher should be hopeful, and Fpeak 
encollraging words, that the heart of the 
child may givc a hopeful response. 
EDITORS. 
WHO SUCCEED AS TEACHERS. 
Not the greatest scholar, not the hard-
est worker, not she who from a sense of 
duty remains long after school is dismiss-
ed, not she who succeeds in having every 
word of the author memorized, not she who 
succeed~ in having death-like stillness, not 
she who tells the scholar the most, not sbe 
who "gets over the most ground" in a 
given time. 
But she gets the best positiou and keeps 
it, giving satisfaction to all true judges of 
school work, who, having a good education, 
loves the chiluren she is teaching, and is 
truly interested in their future welfare; he-
lieves iu the utility of every branch she 
teaches; studies the ability, disposition and 
need of each pupil; studies the arrange-
mcnt of the matter to be taught, and seeks 
the best method of teaching it; teaches 
the subject itself, not the words describing 
it; gives collateral knowledge enough to 
keep the scholars wide awake, not enough 
to c: nceal the real subject; sleeps enough 
to keep herself fresh, not enough to make 
her stupid; exercises, eats and bathes so 
as to preserve the perfect action of all the 
bodily powers; is always cheerful; enters 
earnestly in to the recitation; has snap 
herself and requires it of her pupils; "ays 
little, but to the point; studies books and 
nature so as to grow daily. In short, she 
succeeds who is a whole·souled teacher. 
EDITORS. 
SEVENTY-FIRST CLASS. 
A. H. CAMPBELL. 
J OSIAI! G. BASSETT, Bridgewater. 
Born in Bridgewater, 1851. 
Educated at Bridgewater, West Newton 
and Chel sea. 
Subject of E ssay - What Shall ",Ye 
Read? 
MI'. Bassctt is ehairman of the Pruden-
tial Committee, ha s served as chairman 
of the Nominating Committee!, and has 
been an active parti(;ipant in the unsincss 
and ·discussions. 
ALFRED H. CAMPBELL, Litchfield, N. H. 
Born in Litchfield, 1850. 
Educated at Litchfield, Nashua and New 
London, N. n. 
Subject of Essay -- Discovery of Amer-
ica. 
WM. H. CnocKER, Barnstable. 
Born in Osterville, 18H. 
Educated in public schools of Osterville. 
Taught three terms in Barnstable. 
Suhject of Essay - The Teacher's Re-
ward. 
Mr. Crocker has Eerved the Lyceum on 
important special committees, and partici-
pated in many discussions, and aided 
greatly in business. Has been an l~ 
valuable aid to the music committee. 
J. MARTIN DILL, Provincetown. 
Born in Wellfleet, 1830. 
Educated at Wellfleet. 
Taught one term in his native tOlVn. 
Is Valedictorian of his class. 
MI'. D ill is vice-president of the Lyce-
um, has served as chairman of the Pru-
dential Committee, and has been a very 
active participant of the business and dis-
cussions of the Lyceum. 
JOHN N. PIRRCE, Edgarto,Vll. 
Born in Edgartown, 1851. 
Educated in public and private schools 
of EJgartown. 
Snbject of Es~ay -- Air Castle~. 
Mr. Pierce has served as chairmm of 
special committees, and takcn an active 
part in the business and discussions of the 
Lyceum. 
ALPIIONBO H. POWERS, Hollis, N. H. 
Born in Abington, Mas3., 1845. 
Educated at Abington, Hollis and N ash-
ua, N. H. 
Taught three terms. 
Subject of Essay - Proper Aim of Ed-
ucation. 
1\11'. Powers is president of the Lyceum, 
has served as chairman of the Prudential 
Committee, and taken a very active part 
in the business and discussions. 
CLAla BARTLEY, \Vindham, N. H. 
Born in Windham, 18.J.6. 
Educated in public and pri vate schools 
of\Yinuham. 
Taught five terms, in Windham and 
Hudson, N. H. 
Subject of E~say - The Bible. 
Miss Bartley has aiueu. the Lyceum 
greatly by writing for the Olfering, and in 
reading selections. 
h 
MARIA F. BRAY, Yarmouth. 
Born in Yarmouth, 185!. 
Educated in public schools of Yarmouth. 
Subject of Essay - Children. 
Miss Bray is a member of the Editorial 
Board. and has been a regular correspond-
ent of the Offering. 
ELLI<lN M . GIFFORD, Westport. 
Born in Westport, 1848. 
Educated in public and private schools 
of Westport. 
Taught seven terms in Westport. 
Subject of Essay - The Teacher Makes 
the School. 
.Miss Gifford has served on the Pruden. 
tial and Music committees, and has fur-
/.- - nished the Lyceum with articles for the 
Offering, and select reading. 
HATTIE E. GREENFIELD, Plympton. 
Born in Foxborough, 1851. 
Educated in Foxborough, Middleboro', 
and Providence, .R. I. 
Subject of Essay-Which is the Better? 
Miss Greenfield has been an active mem-
ber in the Lyceum, by writing for the pa-
per, reading selections, and singing. 
SARAII 11. HAMBLY, Fall River. 
Born in Fall River, 185l. 
Educated in public and private schools 
of Fall River. 
Subject of Essay-Influence of Daily 
Life. 
AnnIE M. MAY, Randolph. 
Born in Randolph, 1850. 
Educated in public and private schools 
of Randolph. 
Taught two tcrms in Canton. 
Subject of Essay - Our Class Twenty 
Years Hence. 
Miss .May has been an able worker in 
the Lyceum, both in the reading of selec-
tions and singing. 
CHLOE G. MOORE, Falmouth. 
Born in Falmouth, 1842. 
Educated in public and private schools 
of Falmouth. 
Taught six terms in Falmouth. 
Subjcct of Essay - Seeing. 
HANNAH S. MOORE, Falmouth. 
Born in Falmouth, 1846, 
Educated in public schools and academy 
of Falmouth. 
Taught five terms in Falmouth. 
Subject of Essay -- Good Manners. 
Miss Moore has furnished thc Lyceum 
with select reading aud aided in the sing-
ing. 
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DELIA T. MONROE, Attleborough. 
Born in New Bedford, 1844. 
Educated in Providence, R. 1., Fairha-
vcn, Conn .. and Attleborough, 
T:lllght five terms, in Dighton, Reho· 
both and Wrentham. 
Subject of Essay- Unhasting yet Un-
resting. 
Miss Monroe has been a member of the 
Editorial Board, and has added much to 
the intcrest of the Lyceum by her numer-
ous contributions to the papcr. 
CORNELIA J. F. PIERCE, Fall River. 
Born in Fall River, 1845 . 
Educated in public and private schools 
of Fall River. 
Taught two terms in Fall River. 
Subject of Essay - Spelling. 
Miss Piercc has served on the music 
committee, and aided much in the music 
for the Lyceum. 
SUSAN R. READ, Fall River. 
Born in Tiverton, R. I., I8H. 
Educated in Fall River. 
Taught two terms in Fall River. 
Subject of Essay - Three Partners. 
Miss Read is an active member of the 
Lyceum, having favored it with interesting 
selections in reading. 
ELIZA RICHARDS, East Bridgewater. 
Born in West Bridgewater, 1846. 
Educated in East Bridgewater. 
Subject of Essay - Live not for Your-
self Alone. 
EMMA L. ROGERS, Orleans. 
Born in Orleans. 1849. 
Educatcd in Orleans. 
Taught two terms in Orleans. 
Subject of Essay - Kathrina. 
Miss Rogers has promoteu the interests 
of the Lyceum by select rcadings, and wri-
tings for the Offering. 
MAGGIE L. SIIEA, Newton Centre. 
Born in Boston, 1851. 
Educated in Boston, Brookline and New-
ton Centre. 
Subject of Essay - Intemperance. 
Miss Shea is an active member of the 
Lyceum. 
MAltY A. A. SUEA, Newton Centre. 
Born in Boston. 1850. 
Educated in Boston, Brookline and New-
ton Centre. 
Subject of Essay - Influence of Early 
Training, 
LIZZIE S. TI<l:-lNEY, Antrim, N. H. 
Born in Antrim, 1845. 
Educated in Antrim and Henniker, 
N. H. 
Taught seven tcrms in Antrim and 
Windham, N. H. 
Subject of Essay - Formation of Char-
acter. 
Miss Tenney has served on the Music 
Committee, and has been a great help to 
the :Lycellm in the line of music. 
SUSAN O. TUOMAS, Middleborough. 
Born in Middleborough, 1847. 
Educated in public schools and academy 
of ~Iiddleborough. 
Taught threc terms, 
HATTIE E. VVINCIIES'fER, Westport. 
Born in Westport, 1849. 
Educated in the public schoolR and 
Sandhill Academy of Westport. 
Taught two terms in Westport and Tiv-
erton, R, 1. 
Subject of Es~ay - Country Schoolmis-
tress. 
Miss WincheEter is a member of the 
Prudential Committee, and has been an 
able worker for the Lyceum in thc reading 
of selections and in using her pen for the 
Offering. - ..... """'.,.; 
JUr. Campbell's modesty prevented his 
6aying that he had served the Lyceum in 
several capacities. During his ex.junior 
term he was secretary. 
No member of the class has more influ-
ence than Mr. Campbell, and if he espous-
es any cause success is almost certain. 
EDITORS. 
SKIlTCII PROM HOSEA KINGMAN'S 
.. HISTORY OF BRIDGEWATER." 
BY W. E. J. VARNEY. 
Bridgewater was originally a plantation 
granted to Duxbury, by the Old Colony 
Court, in the year 16-!5, whose area at 
hat time was four miles square. After-
ward, in 1649, a tract of land, usually 
called Satucket, and cxtenlling seven miles 
each way from the wier at Satucket, was 
granted to Miles Stand ish and others, in 
behalf of the town of Duxbury, by Ousa-
mequin, who afterward styled himsclf 
Massasoit. 
In June, 1656, this plantation was in-
corporated by an ordcr of the court, into 
a distinct town under the name of Bridge-
4 
water. J n this ~ame yeur the centre of 
the to'>1'n was fixed upon, '>1'hich was about 
a mile and a half west of the old weir. 
The monument, now a stone ncar the Eni't 
and IV est depot, was a small white oak· 
tree, bearing the initials of Constant South-
worth, who was probably the court com-
mittee appointed to fix the center. 
In 1662, '68 and '72 grants and pur-
chases of land were made, and were con-
firmed by deed, in 1685, under the hand 
of Gov. Hancock and the seal of the gov-
ernment. A greater part of the town was 
twice purchased of the Indians, once of 
1\Ias~asoit, and again of Wampatuck. 
With a small tract of land on the North, 
along thc Colony line, annexed to Bridge-
water in Odober, 1730, theBe several 
grants and enlargements constituted all the 
territory evcr belonging to Bridgewater 
in its greatest extent. It now contain-
ed ninety. six square miles, and remained 
without diminution in its territorial limits 
until June 10, 1712, when the town of 
Abington was incorporated. Again in 
1754 a large tract of lund, now forming 
the greater part of Hanson, was taken from 
Bridgewater and added to Pembroke. 
Thus the town remained for nearly one 
hundred years, containing about seventy 
square miles. Thcre were, howO\er, divis-
ions in reference to church matters made: 
five parishes being formed-the North, 
South, East and West, and Titicut. These 
palishes constituted the ground-work of 
the so bsequent divisions of the town. 
In 171D, the South, ollly three years 
after it had been made a parish, applied 
to the General Court to be made a distinct 
town, but tbe petition was not granted. In 
1738, the North entered a like petition, 
but with no better success; and not until 
June, 1821, was any change madc. At 
this time the N orlh was incorporated by 
the name of North Bridgewater. The 
West was incorporated February 16, of the 
following year, and the East, J ulle 17, 
1823. The South p,trish with Tlticut, 
however, was left to retain the old name, 
and still it remains as it was then left, 
containing 28 1-8 square miles, or 18,300 
acres, bounded by East and West Bridge-
water on the North, Halifux on the East, 
Middleboro' on the South, and Ruynham 
on the West. 
The first settlements in this town were 
commenced. in l650, upon the Town River 
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in West Bridgewater, principally by inhab-
itants from Duxbury. House lots of Ilix 
acres were granted these first settlers. The 
lots were contiguous, and the settleml'nt 
compact, to serve as a protection against 
the Indians. Among these first settlers 
are J :lmes Keith, the first minister, Samu-
el Edsen, Bassett. and ThI ilcbel, many of 
whose descendants still remain. 
The South and Titicut parishes were 
formerly the most populous, now the pres-
ent town, though slowly increasing ill pop. 
ulation, mostly in a northerly direction 
about the iron works, has fallen behind the 
other Bridgewatcrs, except the West. 
There are nolV, in town, numerous pub. 
lic buildings, stores, workshops, &c., be-
sides 600 dwelling houses and 41D6 inhab-
itants. 
The surface of the town is level, the on· 
ly high ground being Sprague's hill in the 
eastern part. The soil is fertile and in a 
good. state of cultivation, owing to the 
thrift and indnstry of the inhabitants.-
The manufactures are quite important. 
The manufacture of iron. in the establish-
ment of the Bridgewater Iron Manufac-
turing Company, incorporated in 1825, is 
the most extensive of any in the State. 
The heaviest work in the world is made 
in these works. There is also an exten-
sive mallUfacture of cotton gins, carried 
on by the firm of Bates, Hyde & Co., and 
Joseph Carver. Here are also a pa per-
mill, box and saw· mills, and two brick· 
yards, furnishing nearly 3,000,000 bricks 
in a year. 
The town is quite noted for its various 
institutions of learning. The first action 
for the establishment of schools was taken 
in 1700. Its academy, established in 
1797, is under the able tuition of Horace 
Willard, a graduate of Brown University. 
There is also one of the State Normal 
Schools, the school of teachers. The in-
stitution, largely patronized, and at present 
under the charge of Albert G. Boyden, A. 
M., attended by 130 pupils from different 
parts of the State, gives great promise for 
the future. 
The first meeting-house in this town was 
built in 1717. Now there are six church-
es in varions pnrts of the town, each large-
lyattended. The State Alms House was 
built here in 1853, a part of which is LOW 
being changed to a Work House. 
In our last national struggle, Bri\lgc-
water responded brn vely to her country's 
call. furnishing 40 men more than was 
necessary 10 fill the quota. The tOlVn has 
sacrificed some of her best men, upon bel' 
cOUJltry's altar, among whom are-
James H. Schneider, Lucius Conant, 
Seth W. Conant, Corp. A. Bartlett Kei~h, 
John C. Lambert, Joseph A. White, Benj. 
F. Winslow, and many others. The fall-
en, lost during the rebellion, bring vivid-
ly to mind their sterling virtues and 
worth: 
"The galhmt man. thongh slain in fight he be, 
Yet leaves his country safe, hi~ nation free; 
Entails a debt on aillhe gratl'ful stato, 
His o\\"n hrayo friL'mls shall glory in his f,tte; 
His wife live honurcd, amI all his mee suc-
ceed, ______ ~ 
Anu late posterity enjoy the ueeu." 
OFFICERS OF 7·!Tu TERM. 
President, Mr. A. H. Powers. 
Vice President, ]\1 r. J. lU. Dill 
Recording Sec:rctary, lUr. D. D. Smith. 
Editorial Board, i'lIr. A. E. Winsbip, 
Miss 1\1. F. Bray, Miss A. F. Tinkham. 
Prudential Committee, Mr . • T. G. Bas-
sett, Miss H. E. Winchester, Miss H. A. 
Smith. 
CorrespollUing Secretary, l\liss C. 1\1. 
Nichols. 
Treasurer, Mr. C. F. Adams. 
OFFICERS FOR 75TH TERM. 
President, 1If r. D. D. Smith. 
Vice President, W. E J. Varney. 
Recording Secretary, J. J. Prentiss. ,..{ 
Editorial Board, A. E Winship, Miss 
1\1. 1\1 Ring, l\Iiss S. C. Winn. 
Prudential Committee, T. F. Desmond, 
:Miss Hannah W. Smith, 1\liss Annie J. 
Handy. 
Corresponding Secretary, Miss E. R. 
Page. 
Treasurer, C. F. Adams. 
We regret that for want of room the 
class history and prophecy of the 71 st. 
read before the Lyceum, Jan. 14th, bJ 
Misses Bartley and Winchester, are omit· 
ted. They are full of rich thought Th 
history contained amusing and. sUl!gesti, 
reminiscences which will be of life·lon 
interest to the members of the 71st. 
The l'rophetess used ber imagination 
in picturing for each member of the class 





'Ihis word, as is eyident frem its cty-
molr>gy. (pC'ltaining to court") ayplicd for-
merly in the days of cliiYahy, to thoEe 
cstablibhcd f(llmS of etiquette and elegan-
cies, eom·idrred eSEential in the Eociety of 
courts, and among the nobility. Like 
many other words in the course of years, 
it has come to have a more general appli-
cation to those acts of civility and polite 
attention, observed in all refined society. 
True courtcsy does not derive its beauty 
from the strict observance of forms; the 
mere outward ceremony. It must spring 
from that heart, whi<.:h has cultivated a 
~ve for all humanity, and its posEessor 
will not need prescribed rules of etiquette 
but will find constant exercise in those lit~ 
tIe acts of kindness which, whcn given in 
the right spirit, and at the proper time 
might smooth away in some measure th~ 
briars which beset every pathway. 
In this world we are daily coming in 
contact with selfishneEs; its deeply sct 
marks may be traccd in oursclves and oth-
ers; and in the eager striving after gain, 
how apt are we to forget the claims of our 
fellow creatures upon our sympathies. 
Without this trait intelligcnce ar.d taL 
ent lose much of their influence. How true 
it is that-
"Intelligence nnd courtesy not always are 
combined, 
Oft, in a golden house, a wooden I'oom we 
find." 
The teacher, whose example is to be so 
constantly before the children, as he goes 
in and out before them, is not alonc a 
teacher from books, but he hi mseH is a 
book known and read by thcm all. How 
important, then, that by his own example 
as well as precept, he should impress upon 
their hearts the command of st. Paul:-
" Be courteous." 
We may deem it a light thing in our de-
sire for power and influence in this world, 
yet this is a wayside flower, which, whcn 
plucked, gives pleasure. not ouly to the 
owner, but sheds its fragrance all around. 
It makes the poor man respected, and 
the rich and noble beloved. :Mil ton says; 
" True courtesy is oftener found in luwly 
shells, 
'W ith sl1loky rafters. than in tnpcstry halls, 
And courts of princes, where it fir~t wns 
named." 
In whatever condition of life we are, 
let us cultivate the courteous spiri t, re-
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mcmb('J'ing that a kind act, or word, a look 
even of ~ynlpajhy. may 1 e "a cup of cold 
water" giyen to some thiriy soul, which 
act the Saviour has said Ehall not lose its 
own reward. EDIrOllS. 
SEVENTY-SECOND CLASS. 
ANNA L. ADAMS. 
ALFRED A. BENNETT, ilIilford, N. H. 
Educated at the Milford public schools. 
Aids in the singing. 
FRANCIS G. l'RATT, East Middleboroul1h' 
Educatcd at the Middleborough public 
schools and academy. An able contrib-
utor of the "Normal Offering," and a 
member of the class committee. 
DANIEL D. SmTTT, Rutland. A graduate 
of the Ipslt ieh Academy. Taught a 
short time in .Medway. President of 
the Lyceum for the 75th term, and Sec-
retary for the 7 -!th. Has ever been 
ready in debate, and one upon whom 
the Editorial Board have relied for aid. 
His pen has ever been ready when they 
have sign:111ed for help, and his power 
of voice h:1s made him ever welcome in 
the song. lUI'. Smith has served as one 
of the class committee. 
JAMES E. 1'. TONER, Boston. Educated in 
the public schools of Boston. No mem-
ber of thc class has been so frequently 
on the floor, either in debate or upon 
matters of business. lUr. Toner is fre-
quently intrusted with important duties 
by his class-mates. 
'\YM. E. J. VARNEY, Lawrence. Educated 
in the L'1wrence public schools. Taught 
on Deer Island eighteen months. lUI'. 
Varney is Vice l'residcnt elect, and is 
deserving the th tnks of the Editorial 
Board for his willing!:'ess to assist them. 
He has served as a member of the class 
committee. 
ANNA L. ADAMS, New York. 
Educated in the Medway and Holliston 
public schools. (OUl' thanks arc due :Miss 
Adams fur services rendered. Editors.) 
LI>:.IIRA BE!(SON, Bridgewater. 
Educated at the Bridgewater public 
schools. 
AiLls in singing at the Lyceum. 
EMILY A. BOS"OIU'li. Quincy. 
A graduate of the Quincy High School. 
An able assistant in furnishing music 
for the lyceum. 
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lIas served as a member of the class 
committee. 
Lucy S. BRECK, Bridgewater. 
Educated at the Bridgewater 
schools and Academy. 
public 
Acted as a member of the class 
mittee. 
KATIE H. COOK, South Boston. 
com-
Educated in South Boston and Charles-
town. 
ELLEN F. CROCKER, W. Barnstable. 
Educated in the Barnstable public 
schools. 
Taught at West Harwich, Barnstable, 
Spring Hill :llld Nort.h Bridgewater, fifty 
weeks. 
Lucy E. CURTIS, Campello. 
Educated at the North 
public schools. 
Bridgewater 
FANNIE HALL, Marshfield. 
Educated in the public schools 
Marshfield. 
ALICE HAMllETT, Newport, R. 1. 
of East 
Attended the public schools of Hartford 
and Newport, and graduated at the New-
port High school. 
LIZZIE HA~mETT, Newport, R. r. 
Attended the public schools of Hartford 
and Newport. and graduated at the New-
port High school. 
A member of the class committee. 
ESTllER HAMILTON, Newport, R. 1. 
A graduate of the Newport High school. 
MARY C. HARDEN, Bridgewater. 
Educated in the public schools in Brew-
ster. 
Taught in Brewster twenty-eight weeks. 
Served as one of the class committee. 
HANNATI HOWES, East Dennis. 
Educated in the Dennis public schools. 
Taught in South Dennis sixteen weeks. 
MARIA J. KAVANAG!I, Newport, R. J. 
A graduate of the Newport High school, 
An able contributor for the "Normal 
Offering," and one upon whom the Edito-
rial Board rely for aid. 
ELLEN W. PETERSON, 'Nest Duxbury. 
Educated at the public schools and 
Academy of Duxbury. 
Taught sevell mvnths ill Duxbury. 
Mi ss Peterson has read for the enter-
tainment of the Lyceum. 
M.\RTHA ]1,1. RING, Milford. 
A gradu:1tc of the ilIilford High school. 
.. 
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Taught twelve wecks in her native 
place. 
Miss Ring has merited the thanks of 
the Lyceum for the part she has taken in 
sustaining it, and is now chosen a member 
of the Editorial Board for the coming 
term. 
HANNAli A. SMITH, Rutland. 
Educated at the W Ol'cester public 
schools. 
Taught in Rutland ten weeks. 
A wi1ling and able assistant in sustain-
ing the Lyceum, and a member of the 
Prudcntial Committee for the past term. 
HANNAH W. SMITH, Westport. 
Educated in the Providence and West-
port public schools. 
Miss Smith has taken an active part in 
the Lyceum, and is a mcmber of the 
Prudential Committee for thc 75th term. 
NETTIE F. TINKllAM, Bridgewater. 
Educated in the public schools of Med-
way. 
Corresponding Secretary for the 73d 
term, a member of the Editorial Board 
for the 74th. (An earnest able worker. 
Editors.) 
LIZZIE O. TISDALE, Leominster. 
Educated in the Leominster public 
schools. 
Has entertained the Lyceum with in-
strumental music. 
SEVENTY-THIRD CLASS. 
J. ll. LEONARD. 
CIIAS. F. ADAMS, East Brookfield. 
Educatcd at the district schools In 
his native town and High schools in 
North Brookfield and Brookfield. 
Has taught a grammar school in 
Spencer, one term, and a grammar 
school in Sturbridge, one term. 
Mr. Adams is serving his second term 
as Treasurer of the Lyceum. Though not 
as frequently on the floor as might be de-
sired, he is never found there unprepared, 
and never declines when called out. 
B. CLARENCE BOYI,STON, Duxbury. 
Educated at the Duxbury High school, 
and Partridge Academy. 
Taught the common school in his own 
district, one tcrm. 
Mr. Boylston is a "silent member" of 
the Lyceum; as one of our representatives 
terms those who never speak on the ques-
tions which come before the house. 
JosnUA A. CROCKER, Provincetown. 
Educated at Provincetown High school. 
Mr. Crocker is another of our silent 
members. 
CIIAS. HAMMO~D, South Harwich. 
Educated in the common schools of 
South Yarmouth, 
~Ir. H'1mmond has, as yet, appeared be-
fore the Lyceum only in declamations; but 
we trust this term to hear his voice fre-
quently in the debate. 
GEO. T. HUNT, Randolph. 
Educated at Stetson High school, Ran-
dolph. 
Though Mr. Hunt has never taken part 
in thc debates, he will doubtless soon 
come forth with his" maiden speech." 
J. HENRY LEONARD, Bridgewater. 
Educated in the common schools of 
Bri(lgewater, and the Southbridge 
High school. 
(By causing his opponent's arguments to 
rebound with double force, Mr. Leonard 
has proveu himself an acquisition to any 
side hlJ is on, but a terror to his opponents. 
Editors.) 
J AMES POWELL, Haverhill. 
Educated at Peabody, common and 
nigh schools. 
Taught a grammar school in Peabody 
tlVO years. 
In his junior term, Mr. Powell did not 
take an active part in the Lyceum; but 
for the past tlVenty weeks he has been 
heard quitc frequently upon the questions, 
and that sidc which he espouses always 
finds in him an able Rupporter. 
JAMES J. PRENTISS, North Weymouth. 
Before comiDg to the Normal, Mr. Pren-
tiss had attended the district and High 
schools in Weymouth. lIe also taught a 
district school in Scituate one term. 
Though he has spoken several times upon 
the question, yet he prefers rather to lend 
his voice to the harmony of music than to 
the discord of debate. Since being a mem-
ber he has served one term on the com-
mittee for music and is Secretary elect. 
W~[. M. SAWIN, Manchester. N. H. 
Mr. Sawin spent the first two years of 
his life in Harwich, Mass., the suc-
ceeding ten years he lived in Brook-
lyne, N. H., where he spent his first 
school days in the common schools. 
Since this time he has attended the 
High school in Manchestcr. 
Mr. Sawin though not often seen upon 
the floor, in Lyceum, never speaks without 
coming to the point, with arguments, not 
easily overthrown. 
MISS ABBIE J. ADAMS, East Brookfield. 
Miss Adams spent the first years of 
her school life in the Ettst Brookfield 
common schools. Since then she has 
attended North Brookfield and Brook-
field High s0hools. She has taught 
seven terms; three in Spencer, three 
in Brookfield, and one in Oakham. 
8ARAH P. ALDRICH, East Bridgewater. 
Educated at East Bridgewater High 
school. 
As ~Iiss Aldrich comeR and returns in 
the cars, she is never present at the meet-
ings of our Lyceum, and consequently 
has never joined. 
MISS ANNETTA F. ARMES, Campello. 
Educated at the Plymouth common 
schools, and the Ogsden Academy, 
Strafford, N. H. 
Taught one term in Blrrington, N. H. 
Miss Armes is not a member of the 
Lyceum. 
MATJf,DA J. BUMP, Lakeville. 
Educated in the I,akeville common 
schools, and rierce Academy, }\{jd-
dleborough. 
T<tught a private school in Lakeville 
one term. 
MISS ELLEN M. BUTTOMER, West Bridge-
water. 
Miss Buttomer received her education 
from the W. Bridgewater common schools 
in which tOlVn she taught a private school 
three terms. 
MISS MARY E. CHASE, Chilmark. 
Miss Chase is a native of Maine. She 
passed her early school days in the com-
mon schools of Barnstable, !liass. 
MISS MARY C. CROSBY, East Orleans. 
Educated in the common schools of 
Orleans. 
MISS ANNIE J. HANDY, Barnstable. 
Educated in the common schools of her 
native town, on those barrcn sand-
banks of the Cape where nothing 
thrives but brains. 
Miss Handy has several times favored 
the Lyceum with music. 
MISS SARAH A. IIATBAWAY, Somerset. 
Miss Hathaway, previous to coming to 
the Normal, spent hcr school life in the 
J 
district schools of Somerset, of which 
period the last four terms were occupied 
by her in the posi tilm of instructress; prior 
to this, that of instructed. 
MISS GRACE F. HOWES, Bridgewater. 
.Miss Howes' first ioeas of school and 
school troubles were gathered in the com-
mon schools of Barnstable. Later she at-
tended the public schools of San Franci-co, 
and a private school in Sacramento City, 
California. 
MISS FLOltA LEONARD, Bridgewater. 
Was educated in the public and High 
schools of Bridgewater. 
Miss Leonard has appeared before the 
Lyceum once in a song. 
MIS::; AFFIE H. MACURDA, South Boston. 
Miss Macurda pursued her studies in 
the public and High schools of Clin. 
ton. 
She frequently adds to the interest of 
the Lyceum by the use of her musical 
talents. 
MISS CARRIE M. NICIIOLS, Berkley. 
Began the ascent of the ., Hugged hill 
of Science," in the common 8chools 
of Berkley, and continued her course 
in the public schools of Worcester. 
Miss Nichols has several times interest. 
ed the Lyceum by reading and singing. 
During the past term she occupied the 
position of Corresponding Secretary. 
MISS ANNIE L. PERRY, Fall River. 
Was educated in the public and private 
schools of S wansey. 
Taught several weeks. 
MISS CORINA E. PURINGTON, SomerRet. 
Was educated in the public schools of 
Somerset, after which she spent two 
terms in teaching the" young ideas" 
of her nati ve town to " shoot." 
lhss EMUA A. RANDALL, N. Abington. 
She has previously trod the "Paths of 
wisdom" leading through the Pub-
lic and High schools of North 
Abington. 
MISS SYLVIA N. STACKPOLE, W. Bridge-
water. 
Received her early instructions in the 
puLlic schools of Durham, the bene-
fit of which instruction the youth of 
the same town enjoyed for seven 
terms. 
1\1. FLORA TAGGART, Peterboro,' N. H. 
Educated at l'cterbolo', and New Ips-
swich. 
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Taught in Peterboro', and Townsend. 
MISS ANNIE S. WILLIAMS, Townsend Cen-
ter. 
Passed her early school days as a schol-
ar in thc public schools of Townsend; 
3fterward she held the position of 
teacher in the same place. 
Miss Williams frequently takes part in 
the musical entertammcnt of the Lyceum. 
MI~S SADIE C. WINN, Nantucket. 
Educated in the public and high schools 
of N antueket. 
She has on'ce favored the Lyceum with 
a select read ing. 
Miss Winn will serve the Lyceum next 
term as a member of the Editorial Board. 
MISS BESSIE M. YOUNG, W. Chatham. 
Miss Young in her pursuit of knowl-
edge, has been led through the public 
schools of Chatham, and P:ll'tly 
through the Salem Normal School. 
She taught in the grammar and pri-
mary schools of Chatham thirteen 
terms, also a common school in Har-
wich one term. 
LESSONS FROy! NATURE. 
Nature might teach us many lessons, 
which would make us nobler and more 
useful, if we would only heed them. Let 
us notice a few of these teachings of Wis-
dom. 
As we walk through the forest, notice 
this noble tree towering far above those 
around it, and stretching out its branches 
far and wide. 'What an embodiment of 
power it is! Storms and wintry blasts 
do not move it. It is, indeed, a noble 
work of Nature. Still. among its branches 
are the nests of many beautiful birds; 
and around its trunk are twined tender, 
clinging vines, which it helps to support. 
From the oak we may learn this les-
son of humility, that however high and 
noble our station may be, only the more 
should we afford shel tel' and support to 
tho~e weaker than ourselycs. 
As we walk on, notice this merry, laugh. 
ing brook. gliding among the trees. At 
first, it seems like a tiny thre:1!l of silver, 
and only very gradually does it become 
wiuer. Though it is small, it waters the 
soil through which it flows, makes the 
grasses fresher, anu causes many beautiful 
fluwers to spring up along its horders, so 
that no p.l.rt of the forest is more pleasant 
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than that through which this little stream 
of water flows. This may teach us, that 
however humble our lot may be we should, 
by little deeds of love and kindness, make 
others happier for our having lived. 
N oUce this slender vine, which has 
climbed nearly to the top of yonder tree. 
If we were to follow it down, we should 
find that, at first, it could not rea.ch the 
tree but climbed, patiently, to the top of 
the fence by which it grew. From that a 
pole led it higher. and from the pole it 
reached the tree which led it high toward 
the heavens. Had the vine refused to 
climb because the fence would reach such 
a little way, it could never have reached 
such a grand height. This should teach 
us not to despise the little aids which 
would make our life higher, purer, and 
nobler, but to accept them all, using each, 
content that it leads us a little wa.yabove 
what is base in this life. EDlTOHS. 
OUR NEW BOARDING·HOUSE. 
BY DJ<JLTA T. MUNROE. 
Among the things to be noticed in con-
nection with" Normc11 " school life, and one 
not the least in importance, is our new 
boarding. house, so sunny, commodious and 
pleasant. Favored, as we are, with privi-
leges exceeding those usually found in an 
institution of the kind, and provided with 
everything that can conduce to our com· 
fort and happiness. we, indeed, owe much 
to our loved PrinClip:l.l, who h,ts been un-
tiring in his efforts to make this, the first 
boarding.house conllected with a Massa-
chusetts Normal S~hool, a complete suc-
cess. 
vVe heartily .recommend it to all who 
may wish to seek a desirable home during 
their course in the school; and that they 
may better understand what is required to 
secure these privileges, we subjoin the 
advertisement to be found in our Circulars. 
.. A very pleasant and commodious 
Boarding-Hall has just been erected upon 
the sehool ptemises. The building is 40 
by 80 feet, three stories in height above 
the basement story, which contains the 
laundry and cellars. The first story in-
cl udes the family rooms, the parlor, din-
ing.room, and cook· rooms, The remctining 
stories are di vided into students' rooms, 10 
by 15 on the floor and ten feet in height, 
t wen ty. nine in llUll1 bel'. 
)--~--------------~------~--~~----~-----
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Each room has two closets, is carpeted, 
supplied with furniture, heated by steam, 
and thoroughly ventilated. These rooms 
are for young ladies only, two in one room. 
The young men rent rooms in private 
h011ses and take their meals av the hn,1l, 
The boarding-hall is under the charge 
of the Principal, who resides in thc house 
and boards with the students. 
The pupils board at cost; an account 
of the cxpenses is kept, and a settlement 
made at the end of each tcrm. 'rhe aim 
is to make these expenses not more than 
$75 a term, or $3.75 a wcek, for young 
ladies. The rate here named is in full 
for room· rent, fuel, light, washing, and 
board. And for young men not more than 
$57.50 a tcrm or $2. 7 a werk for table-
board. ShoulU it bc found at the end of 
the term that thc expenses have not 
amounted to the sums named, whatever is 
over will be refunded. If the balance is 
the other way it will be pnyable then 
Young ladies who remain for any period 
lcss than half a term, will be charged $4.-
a week, and young men $3 a week. 
Payments. - 37.50 for each young 
lady, and $28.75 for each young man. at 
the beginning of the term; and thc same 
amount for each at the middle of term. 
The object of this payment in advance is, 
to secure the purchase of snpplies at whole-
sale cash prices, thereby saving to each 
boarder much more than the interest of 
the money advanced. 
Furnit~tre - Each boarder is required 
to bring her own bedding, towels, napkins 
and napkin·ring, and clothes-bag. Each 
occupant will want, ordinarily. two pillow-
cases, two sheets, two blankets or their 
equivalent, and one coverlet. The occu-
pants of each room will also provide their 
own kerosene lamp, the oil will be supplied 
in the house, 
Washing. - All the students, wbether 
they have rooms or not, can have thdr 
washing done at the laundry. The regu-
lar washing for those in thc house is lim-
ited to twelve pieccs a wcek. Any addi-
tional pieces will be washed at less than 
the usual rates per dozen. Every article 
which goes to the laundry should be dis-
tinctly and indelibly marked with the 
owner's name. 
Better aim high and miss, than not aim 
at all. 
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AS READ ON NEW YEAR'S EVE. 
PIUX'l'ED BY REQUEST. 
How appropriate on this Ncw Year's 
Eve, as we bid adieu to the good Old 
Year '69, so filled with blessings and 
precious memories, that we, Editors of the 
Seventy-fourth volume of the Normal 
Offering should say to our hearers, "good 
bye." Is it strange we linger on the 
words, listening to hear you echo ,I bye." 
vVe have wiclded the pen as skilfully 
as we knew, bu t the art of "scissoring," 
is to us alr::lOst unknown; begging for 
articles has been no part of our work. 
The general in vitation given in our first 
editorial has been so well complied with, 
that excepting the occasional jogging of 
the elbows, of those forgetful of our 
wants, the articles have been volun-
tary. 
Of course the duties of the Board, have 
required us to spend the hours of lovely 
moonlight evenings and bright Saturdays, 
in the laborious work of getting ideas to 
commit to paper; but what of that! Have 
" wc three," not ceen seen, well wrapped 
in buffaloes and furs, Hying over the snow 
on a perfect starlight night? 
Yes, this and many other enjoyments 
have been ours, and no complaining word 
shall be heard on our part, for truly the 
sweet has been mingled with the bitler. 
We have in the office" many thanks," 
which we desire to di~pensc bountifully to 
four classes of individuals. 
First, to our contributors: those who, 
unurged, have devoted their hours of lei-
sure and vacation to the preparation of 
such articles as the varied wants of the 
hearers have demandcd. 
'1'0 the readers who have taken more 
than usual interest in preparation. and 
have brought to the exer~ise that life 
and power, without which the best written 
article is shorn of its strength. 'fo those 
who have cheerfully aided us by copying 
when we have had to despatch business, in 
order to get to press in season. 
To our hearers, who have from month 
to month listened to our productions, and 
thus manifested their intcrest. 
With this number of the "Offering," 
we wipe the pcn, di smount from the lit-
erary stool, and doff the Editorial gown, 
and before the newly elected Board, get 
full possession, we desire to congratulate 
the members of the Lyceum, upon the 
prosperity of the Offering, and in doing 
so we discla.im all egotism for" not unto 
us," ,. not unto us," but unto you belongs 
the praise. You have by your voluntary 
and appropriate contributions, enthusia8m 
and interest in the reading, and attention in 
listening, placed the N orillal Offering 
where the question is no longer heard, as 
in by.gone days, .. Can the paper be sus-
tained by the Lyceum?" 
That this volume is far from perfect, we 
realize more fully, than anyone else can 
do; that the.way ia prepared for the next 
and succeeding volume to approach more 
nearly perfection, we are certain . 
We congratulate the Editors of V~ 
LXXV. upon their election to so pleasant 
a position. Not in your hands do we 
leave the Offering, but with the members 
of the Lyceum. 
Take it fellow-laborers; sustain it in 
the future, as you have for two terms past, 
and the little deficiencies will soon be 
remedied, and it will t"ke a higher place, 
as a means of furnishing useful know-
ledge to tea0hers, and pleasant inforrna-
ation, concerning our grad uates and 
friends, Long and suc0essfully live the 
Normal Offering! and to all its patrons 
a Happy New Yei1r. 
SEVE~TY-FOURTH CLASS. 
ORIN A. AXDREW.s. 
BENJ, 3. ANDREWS, Danvers. 
Educated at Danvers High sello 01. 
lvIt-. Andrew~ has been before the Ly-
ceum in declamation. 
OR[N A. ANDREWS, ES5ex. 
Educated in Grammar School in Eilsex, 
and at Dean Academy, Franklin, 
l\lass. 
(Our thanks arc due 1\11'. Andrews, for 
the excellent music so frequently fur-
nished. Editors.) 
ARTIIOR C. BOYDEN, Bridgewater. 
Educated in Bridgewater High school 
and Academy. 
Mr. Boyden has appeared before the 
Lyceum in declam:ltion and in several de-
bates. 
GEO. l\1. CONANT, Bridgewater. 
Educi1ted in B!idgwater Academy. 
Mr. Conant has favored the Lyceum 
with a declamation. 
~-~----------------------------------------~) 
JAllES E COTTER, Marlborough. 
Educated at the Marlborough High 
school. 
:MI'. Cotter has appeared as one of the 
principal disputants on one of the most 
important questions that has been before 
the Lyceum. 
TrrolIAs F. DESMOND, North Braintree. 
Elucated at Braintree High schoo1. 
Mr. Desmond has taken an active part 
in many of the debates, and no member of 
the school is more popular or powerful on 
the floor than he. Mr. D~smond is chair-
man elect of Prudential Committee. 
'WILLIAM F. HAYWARD, Ncwton. 
Educated in grammar school at New 
- ton, aud at Petcr borough Academy 
N ell' Hampshire. 
Our thanks are due Mr. Hayward for 
the kindness manifested in furnishing thc 
Lyceum with music. 
EDWARD B. }\iAGLATIILIN, East Boston. 
Educated in the Adams grammar 
school, East Boston. 
As a debater, Mr. M. is clear. 
FRED MERRILL, South Rc\nuo1ph. 
Educated in the High school at East 
Randolph. 
FRAliKLIN W. PIE~CE, Edgartown. 
Educated in Edgartown High school. 
WILLIAM A. SANDERSON, Newton Centre 
ELI S. SANDEltSON, 
Sanderson brothers educated at Newton 
High school. 
J HIES C. WOOD, Bridgewater. 
Educated at Bridgewater High school. 
Many thanks are due Mr. Wood for 
music. 
SOLOMON W. YOUNG, Pittsfield, N. H. 
Educated at Exeter Academy, N. H. 
Has taught eight years. 
LAURA E. BAKER, East Brewster. 
Educated in Ktst Brews tel' grammar 
school, has taught nine months. 
MARIA J: BANCROF'f, Reading. 
Educated in Reading High school. 
CARRIE U. BAImows, Searsport, Me. 
Educated at High school in Searsport, 
Me, has taught ei~ht weeks. 
Er,LEN F. BR.l.LEY, Miduleborough. 
Educated at Middleborough High 
school. 
HA'rTIE E. BROWN, Randolph. 
Educated at Randolph High school, has 
taught three years. 
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JULU A. COBB, :l\hrion. 
Educlted in M·trion gramm:1r s)ho)l, 
has taught four weeks. 
CARRIE A. COPELA.ND, W. Bridgewater. 
Educated at grammar school, West 
Bridgewater. 
EMILY 1<'. GALLAGHER, W. Briugewater. 
Educated at the N. Easton High school. 
SARAII A Goss, Rye, N. H. 
Educated at Ipswich Female Seminary, 
has taught two%and one half years. 
CLARA. J. HANDY, W. Barnstable. 
Educated at West Barnstable High 
school. 
HELEN :1\1. HILT.S, Manchester, N. H. 
Educated at l\1anchester High school, 
has taught three yeMs. 
ABBI,Y l\L HINCKLEY, Centreville. 
Euucated at High school in Centreville, 
has taught five months. 
JULIA C. HODGES, Norton. 
Educated at Wheaton Female Seminary. 
Our thanks are due Miss Hodges for 
furnishing music to the Lyceum. 
HARRIET A. LOTIlIlOP, East Stoughton. 
Educated at.E. Stoughton High school, 
has taught twelve months. 
CUARLOTTE McDANIELS, Low .. l!. 
Educated in the Lowell private school. 
EDITH McLEOD, Middleborough. 
Educated at Middleborough High 
school. 
HARRIET H. MORSE, Quincy. 
Educated at the Quincy High school. 
ELLEN R. PAGE, Peterborough, N. H. 
Educated at Peterborough Academy, N. 
H., has taught three years. Is Cor-
responding Secretary elect. 
MARY A. PARKER, Bridgewater. 
Educated at Bridgewater High school. 
CEiARLOTTE A. PEASE, Edgartown. 
Educated at Edgartown High school, 
has taught seven months. 
Many thanks arc due :Miss Pease for 
her kindness in furnishing Dlusic, both 
vo~al and instrumental. 
SARAH A. C. PRAY, New Bedford. 
Educated at the New Bedford High 
school, has taught one and one half 
years. 
Our thanks are due Miss Pray for fur-
nishing music for the Lyceum. 
E)lILY W. STA.NLEY, Attleboro' Falls. 
Educated at East Attleboro' High 
school. 
GEORGIANA TILDEN, North Marshfield. 
Educated at W. Scituate private school. 
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EmlA F. VE.\ZIE, R.mdolph. 
Educated at Stetson High school, has 
taught three years. 
FANNIE H. WALDRON, Rochester. 
Educated at Rochester Academy. 
SARAH M. WOOD, Sandwich. 
Educated at S.mdwich High school. 
OUR CLASS PICTURES. 
There must be some bitter with the 
sweet of this life; and among the many 
trials and tribulations" to which flesh is 
heir" is .. Sitting for pictures." 
It seems to be one of the essentials of 
graduliing at the N ormll School to go 
through with this solemn process, and the 
71st, never backward in "any good word or 
work" determined to .. nerve thcir spirits 
to the proof" and have their countenances 
immortalized. 
Having secured the services of an able 
artist, wc make all needful preparJ.tions 
for the great event. Such crimping and 
curling, earnest discussions over the com· 
plrative merits of charms and crosses, 
anxious consultations of the mirror to see 
that our collars arc perfectly straight, 
and the ends of our velvet disposed in a 
graceful manner! With a last lingering 
look, to see that .. all is right" we go to 
the field of action, and seat ourselves feel-
ing somewhat as we used to when about to 
have a tooth extracted, only the feeling 
now is more intense. Weare told to sit 
still and look natural (as if one could look 
naturuJ under the circumstances). We 
make a prodigious effort to do so, how-
ever, alld at the fatal word" ready" look 
attentively at the wall, according to direc-
tions, and wonder if we look smiling 
enough, for we have been told that, that is 
an essential for a good picture. Relieved 
are we when the artist pronounces us 
.. done" and now alternating between 
hope and fear we await the result. At 
the appointed time we announce ourscl ves 
ready to see ihe " glories to be revealed." 
We look, and look again, at first, with 
thoughts too deep for utterance, then the 
feeling comes that "All is vanity anu 
vexation of spirit." 
The next step in the process, is to pre-
~ent the proofs for exhibiticn. Various 
arc the comments made upon them by ad-
miring friends, some far from flattering, 
but then we provided ourselves at the out-
10 
set, with a good stock of patience, and feel 
how noble it is to suffer in a great cause. 
Some are said to be .. perfectly nat-
ural," others very pretty but not quite 
like the original. Some are pronounced 
.. hard cases" and told to .. try again." 
We repeat the necessary fixing and do 
try again; witb some unfortunates tbe 
tbird time even failed, and it takes a 
fourth trial to bring the victory. One is 
in trepidation because both eal·.rings do 
not sbow; anotlJer heart is torn with 
angnish because an obstinate lock of 
hair does show to good advantage too. 
Well! we have not all got through 
this furnace of affliction ytlt, but we hope 
at least to come forth unscathed. Hope 
cheers us on, and we feel thai our labor 
and self-denial will be rewarded, for we 
shall add to the works of art scattered 
through the land, and" our pictures" will 




HENRY J. CLARKE is teaching in Stur-
bridge. 
CnARLEs R. COFFIN is teaching in West 
Randolph. :::alary $800. 
NATHANIEL S. Kuy. has been teaching 
in Milton, Mass. Salary $1000. 
JAMES N. PARKER is teaching in East 
Randolph. Salary $300. 
EVANTIA T. CHESLEY is teaching in 
Brewster. 
ELLA F. CIIURCIJILL is teaching in West 
Bridgewater. 
EMMA C. EDSON is teaching in Fall 
River. Salary $400. 
ELLEN G. :FISIIER has taught, since 
graduation, a Grammar School at Jamaica 
Plain. Salary $500. 
SARAH :1<'. GARDNER is teaching in the 
Putnam Primary School, East Cambridge 
Salary $500. 
CrrARLoTTE E. HAMMOND 
SUSAN il1. LEACH is teaching in North 
Bridgew tel'. 
CAItRIE W. LEACH is teaching in Cam-
pello. Salary $9 a week. 
IDA A. NOYES. 
LYDIA A. HYDER has been teaching in 
North Bfidgcwater; now has a Grammar 
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School in Campello, with a salary of $10 
per week. 
ABBIE S~lITIl is teaching in East 
Bridgewater. 
LAURA A. TnoMAs is assistant in Gram-
mar School at Brookline. Salary $G50. 
MARY G. WESTGATE is teaching in 
Medway. 
LUCRETIA F. WYER is teaching in 
Wareham. 
SCENES IN NOHMAL HALL. 
MARIA J. KAVANAGII. 
A very novel sight may be had, free of 
charge, by just walking into Bridgewater 
State Normal School, any day of the week, 
except Saturdays and Sundays, between 
the hours of 9 and 12 A. ill. and 2 and 
4t P. M:. It beats all the masquerades 
under the sun, for they are what you may 
call artificial, but the sight seen at Nor-
mall Hall is natural; none but the real, 
genuine persons are here. 
Scene 1 st, 9 A. M. 
School bas not yet begun, but many of 
the members have assembled and are chat-
ting around us, in groups herc and there. 
Pierce and ~lI1unroe are deep in eonver_ 
s:ttion. Why is not the whole United 
States roused to the fact? 
Roge1"s has a very smiling countenance, 
not very much like a martyr's, certainly. 
That lady going round with a Bray is 
Hannah Moore. 
Tennev pauses in the midst of geologi-
cal inferences to view the Slteas, (Shays) 
drawn up beside a Green·field. 
Hunt and Pl'entiss have come in, but 
they create no sensation as we are favored 
every day by the presence of Oampbell, 
Mo(,re, and Y01ktlg. 
That group in the alcove consists of 
Bub·seniors. IIere we see Hamilton and 
Adanls talking with a Ooole, and the only 
D. D. in school has become so absent-
minded as to talk to a Ring. If we stay 
long in that company we may find they 
have a Hw"d-den. So we will drop the 
cudain aIld sec wbat will be presented in 
Scene 2d, ten minutes of 2 P. ill. 
That young gentleman coming in the 
door is a great pedestrian. Ilis name is 
James H. Lconald, and he has walked all 
the way from Scotland,. but that is noth-
ing as he is all ex-junior and they are a 
Handy Bet. 
There is now a Chase in the 'room but 
strange to say no one minds it, though it 
is frequently tbe case one meets with a 
Bump. 
SureJy this Normal School holds a very 
quiet set of beings, for Perry does not 
rouse them to take up the A'rJ1les which 
they have continually among them. 
All the Powel's are said to come from 
New Hampsbire; but we have Andrew of 
Massachusetts and also Bancroft, but 
strange to say Bancroft's intimate friend 
is a Baker. 
Franklin Pierce does not attract much 
attention, but how can he, when nobody 
wonders at the Hills of New Hampshire 
walking round. 
Scene 3d, H P. ill. 
School is dismissed. Many still linger 
round the Hall, loth to leave, but others 
hastening out. In the midst of the bustle 
we receive the surprising intelligence that 
.1Il01·se, who has been with us all day, bas 
gone off on the afternoon train, but we 
ha'l"e .. Smiling jJ£oy" left, and are con-
soled by the fact, that, if tbe junior class 
has but one . Young man, he is .. Solomon 
in all his glory." 
We see Pease and a Oobb, but with all 
our acquisitions we have no visible corn. 
The Wood of the institution has walked 
off and as it is but cold comfort to remain, 
we take our departure bringing witb us 
.. Pray and Wirm" for our motto. 
THOUGHTS ON NEW YEAR'S EVE. 
" Tread softly! speak low! 
For the Old Year lies a-dying!" 
Yes! Old Year, thou art going! 'l'by 
work is nearly finished, and in a few more 
hours, thou wilt be gathered to the great 
company of years gone before. Much 
good ba~t thou brought me, lind on this 
eve of thy death I would look over the 
way in which I have been led. 
Surely goodness and mercy bave fol-
lowed me through all these days. and each 
season as it came, clothing the earth in 
such varied forms of beauty has brought 
its own blessing. 
But, have these days been all sun-
shine, and have my eyes always been 
ready to sec the beauties of the outer 
world? No 1 Lhou hast called me to weep 
over the loss of dear friends, and fondly 
cherished hopes ba\'e fallen to the ground, 
yet the kind Father saw that I needed 
this, and now I would say, 
" All as God wills, who wisely heeds, 
To give, or to withhold." 
And so, Old Year, I would remember 
with gratitude the blessings which have 
followed in thy track; for the cloud and 
the sun, which were alike needful. 
There is a feeling of s:1dness at thy de-
pl1rture, for at thy beginning I was to do 
so much good in the time which lay be-
fore me. Thou didst place in my hand a 
scroll, which was to be filled with each 
day's record. Wh:1t mean these marks, 
which so obscure its fair pages? Do 
they not speak of wasted time, of neg-
lected opportunities, rebellion to the 
Divine will, and resolutions so ~ften made, 
and as quickly broken! 
Though I may mourn over these golden 
opportunities, mine no longer, I cannot 
recall thee, Old Year; even now thy breath 
grows fainter, but the bells waiting to 
chime thy farewell will also usher in the 
glad New Year. She stands just behind, 
hopefully pointing to the future, and hold-
ing in her hand a scroll as yet pure. Oh, 
may I fill these pages with such dceds as 
the recording angel shall love to write in 
the great book of Heaven, and so make 
this year which dawns upon the world, a 
happy one to myself because living to 
make others happier. EDITORIAL. 
CAMPAIGN SKETCHES. 
Readers of political journals are aware 
that it is customary, just after election, to 
Bee several columns filleLl with sketches of 
the lives of the President and his Cabinet. 
We have not room for all, but select a few 
of the incidents in the lives of some of 
the associates of 
PRESIDENT POWERS. 
Alphonso Harvey Powers was born of 
respectable parents, in Abington, Mass., in 
1845. 
For eight yeara an Old Colony boy, he 
early rO:1med the woods and fields, and 
fished from the brooks which once fur-
nished pleasure and comfort to our Pilgrim 
Fathers. 
In the spring of '53 the parents of Al-
phonso, impatient for his maturity, a0ting 
upon the principle whi0h governs those 
farmers seeking ea1'ly and nice vegetables, 
transplanted him from the sandy soil of 
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Eastern Uassachusetts, to the rocky hills 
of the Granite State. nere our hero com-
pleted the course of public instl'U~tion, 
gl'aduating from the Nashua. High School 
in '66. 
The fame of our future president had 
by tais time reached the land of wooden 
nutmegs, the result b3ing that 1\11'. Powers 
was induced to accept a position at the 
hen.d of the Grammn.r S~hool in one of the 
towns of Connecticut. His suceess in this 
new field of labor only made his thirst for 
knowledge the more ins:1tiable, and in the 
spring of '63 he entered the Bridgewater 
State Normal School. 
From the first, Mr. Powers took a lead-
ing part in the debn.tes and business of the 
Lyceum; in his ex-junior term he was 
Chairman of the Prudential Committee, 
and has from time to time served upon 
the most important special eommittes. 
While in his election we have gn.ined a 
presiding offi0er of unusu:11 experience, 
with an unwavering love of right which 
insures justice to all, we have lost from 
the floor, one ever ready in debate and 
clear-sighted in business. 
That his may be one of the most pros-
perous terms of the Lyceum, is our desire, 
and to that end we pledge him the fullest 
cooperation of his associate offiJers and 
members. 
JOSUUA MAl{TIN DILL, VICE-PRES[DENT, 
Was a Ca.pe Cod boy, born in Wellfleet, in 
1850. His father was a teach~r,. his 
mother received an education at the 
Charlestown Female Seminn.ry, which 
fitted her to give her four sons the tr:1in-
ing necessary to become citizens of the Old 
B.1Y State. 
May they all do honor to such a mother. 
llhrtin, the third child, was kept in 
school until his eleventh year, when he 
was allowed to cn.rry out his boyish plans 
so far as to spend the seven following years 
mostly on the water. 
At the age of seventeen he was induced 
to teach one of the schools in his native 
town, which he did with pleasure and profit 
to himself and the school. It was at this 
time he acquired a love for teaching; what 
is to many a drudgery, was to him a pleas-
ure, and as n. result he entered the Normal 
School, the followiug spring, to prepare 
for his chosen vocation. 
Mr. Dill's experience in tne Lyceums 
and Lodges of Wellfleet, gave him a love 
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for debate, and our Lyceum furnished an 
excellent opportunity for further pmetice, 
and thus far we bve hn.d no more able 
and eonstact disputant than he. 
Our President and Vice·President being 
the only experienced speakers of the 71st 
class, to;)k opposite sides upon all ques-
tions, anI for three terms h:J.Ve met regu-
larly up)n this floor in friendly discussion, 
sometimes one, then the other, bearing thc 
victor's pllm. 
L:J.st term, Mr. Dill served as Chairm:l.ll 
of the Prudential Committee, doing more 
in th:J.t C1PlCity than is usu:J.l; he not only 
took ei1re to select questions of interest 
with two sides, but he knew upon whom 
he could depend to occupy all the time, 
hence the desire each night for more time 
for deblte. 
THE SECRETARY. 
Mr. Smith, the only D. D. in school, was 
born among the hills of Rutland, Worce3-
tel' Co., Mass. We need not speak of the 
beneficial influence of the mountain breezes 
in developing the physical powers of our 
Secretary to those who have met him, or 
his moral and religious char~wter to those 
who know him as a man and a Christian. 
His previous training h:1s I.Jcen in 
schools of Rutland, Worcester anJ New 
Ipswich. 
Weare indebted to him for his willing-
ness to aid the Lyceum by taking an active 
part in the business and discus3ions, by 
frequent contributions to the Offering, 
also for musical entertainment. 
CUAIRliAN OF PRUDE~TIAL COM~IITTEE. 
Josiah GarJner Bassett, C hairmln of 
the Prudential Committee, is by birth a 
Scotchnlln, or in plainer terms was born 
in SJotland (Bridgewater), in 1851. J 0-
siah L. B;).ssett, fa.ther of GJ.rdner, owned 
a beautiful farm among the Highlands of 
ScotlanJ, anll the early life of his son was 
devoted to 1V0rk, study, and play, in such 
proportions that at the n.ge of twelve, when 
he removed to Bridgewater (village), 
Gardner was well developed, physically 
and mentally, fully prepared for the di~­
cipline he has since receiveJ. 
During a portion of the time Mr. Bas-
set was proprietor of the HylanJ Housc, 
Gardner was away at school, at the Eng-
lish and Classical School, West Newton; 
the months immediately prcceding his en-




the instruction of Mr. Willard, in the 
Bridgewater Acadcmy. 
Mr. Basset has been a worker ever since 
he entercd the Lyceum, and the esteem in 
which he is hcld by his associatcs could 
be shown in no more fitting manner, than 
it was at the late election, whcn their 
suffrages placed him at the head of one 
of the most responsible standing commit-
tees. EDITORS. 
THE NORJJfAL OFFERING. 
BRIDGEWATER, JANUARY, J8iO. 
THE NORMAL OFFERING, having lived 
through seventy-four volumes of manu-
script, makes its first appcarancc in print 
with the present number. While we con-
sider no apology necessary, a brief explana. 
tion is ccrtainly not out of place. 
The present number is printed, in 
accordance with a vote passed New Year's 
Eve, after the rcading of the Offering. 
The articles are those which were written 
for the Offerings of the term, to be read 
before the Lyceum, and not for print. 
IIence, many things will seem meaningless 
to the general reader, which are of the 
deepest interest to the members of the 
Lyceum. There has been no time for new 
articles. 
We certainly hope this number may 
contain something of interest to the memo 
bers of the senior class, the Lyceum, the 
graduates, the citizens of Bridgewater, and 
teachers wherever educated. 
Should this, our first appearance before 
thc public, be considered a failure, by any, 
we call attention to the fact, that we were 
never elected to perform these duties. 
We are inexperienced in all such matters. 
School work never pressed harder, and 
printers demanded the matter in a very 
short time after the vote was passed. 
Critics, be merciful. 
Our thanks are due to those who have 
compiled the chss articles, and to those 
who have aided us in copying for the press. 
We shall be contcnt, and feel repaid for 
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all the hard work of the past three weeks, 
if you are inclined to consider this, in any 
measure, a success. EDITORIAL. 
SIXTY-NINTH CLASS. 
J. MARTIN DILL. 
Ladies. 
MISS CLARA A. ARMES, teaching in 
Newtonville. Salary $500 a year, 
MISS ELLA .M. ArmES, teaching In 
Newtonville. Salary $500 a year. 
:!'tIrES MARY C. BABCOCK, teaching in 
the Bigelow School, South Boston. Sal-
ary $700 a year. 
MISS GEORGIANNA DUCKWORTll, has 
taught in Kingston. 
MISS CLARA KENRICK, teaching in Or-
leans. 
MISS SUSAN W. K"lRBY, teaching In 
Fall River. Salary $400 a year. 
MISS SARAH A. LEWIS, teaching in 
Fall River. Salary $425 a year. 
MISS LUCIA MILLETT, has taught in 
North Bridgewat~r. 
l\frss LUCRETIA G. OSBORNE, teaching 
in East Bridgewater. 
MISS SARAll E. PRATT, teaching in 
Kingston. 
MISS ROSA C. SIlAW, teaching in Fall 
River. Salary $-1,25 a year. 
MISS MELORA A. WHITCOMB, teaching 
in Assonet. Salary $10 a week. 
Gentlemen. 
MERRICK J. FAY, taught in Westport. 
Salary $800 a year. 
MELVIN C. FRENCll, not teaching. 
PlliLANDER A. GAY, teaching in Mil-
ton. Salary $1000. 
TIIOMAS H. TREADWAY, teaching in 
Bridgewater. 
BARRETT B. RUSSELL, teaching in West 
Dedham. Salary $1000. 
IN MEMORY 
Of the young men of the Bridgewater Nor. 
mal Association, who died for their coun-
try. 
JAMES H. SCHNEIDER, Chaplain 2d U. 
S. colored Regt. Died at Key West, Fla., 
April 25, 1864. Age 25. 
GEO. L. SMALLEY, Assist. Surgeon 4th 
Regt., R. I. Vols. Died at Quincy, Mass., 
Nov. 23, 1862. Age 26. 
LEWIS H. SWEET, Sergeant 4th Regt., 
~hss. Vols. Dicd at Port Hudson, La., 
Junc 15, l8 ()::. Age 26. 
CHARLES F. STUART, Privato 1st Regt , 
Me. Cavalry. Died at Washington, D. C., 
April 25, 1863. 
WALLACE A. PUTNAM, l\lujor 56th 
Regt., Mass. Vet. V ols. Wounded at N. 
Anna River, May 24th. Died June 20th, 
1864. Age 26. 
BENJAMIN W. PARSONS, First Lieut. 3d 
Regt., Mass. Cavalry. Died at Lynn-
field, Mass., Aug. H, 1863. Ago 28. 
EBEN W. FULLER, Orderly Sergoant 
29th Regt., Me. Vols. Died at Point 
Comfort, Va., Dec. 12, 1862. Age 21. 
JOIIN E. BRYANT, P. O. Clerk. Died 
at Newbern, N, C., Nov. I, 1864. Age 
32. 
FREDERICK C. SMITII, Adjutant 73d 
Rrgt. Ohio Vols. Died at Western Vir-
ginia, Aprir 16, 1862. Age 29. 
SILAS S. GROSVENOR, Color Sergeant 
29th Regt., Me. Vet. Vols. Killed near 
Petersburg, Va., June 17, 18H. Age 24. 
JOIIN HUMPIIREY, U. S. Navy. Killed 
on the Oum6erland, in Hampton Roads, 
Va., March 8, 1862. Age 24. 
ALONZO K. MONCK, Private 2d Regt., 
Me. Vols. Died at W [IsLington, D. C., 
Sept. 23, 18.62. , Age 25. 
SIXTY.EIGHTH CLASS. 
(GRADUATED JULY 14, 1868.) 
ABBIE M. MAY. 
ELLA l\f. ARMES, Barrington, N. H. 
is teaching in Newton with a salary of 
$550. 
HATTIE A. COBB, East Bridgewater, 
taught two terms in Charlestown, salary 
$550. 
LAURA A. LEONARD, South Middleboro', 
is teaching the Center Intermediate 
School, East Bridgewater, with a salary 
of $9 per week. 
CLARA F. LEONARD, Bridgewater, be-
gan teaching in Arlington, but on account 
of ill·health was obliged to resign; and 
has since been teaching in Randolph. 
FLORA l\loFARLAND, Fail River, whom 
none knew but to love, was not permitted 
to enter upon the work for which she had 
prepared herself, bllt on the morning of 
tho Dth of June, 1869, passed away, calm, 
peaceful and happy to the last. 
MARY E. MINTER, Plymouth, after 
tcaching in several places, is now assist. 
ant teacher in the Fair Haven High 
School with a salary of $50 per month. 
J 
SARAH R. WALKER, Dighton, is teach-
ing in Fall River as Principal of the 
" Lower Division" of the Factory School, 
with a salary of $500 a year. 
CORA I. YOUNG, Roston, taught two 
terms in W. Bridgewater. 
SAMUEL J. BULLOCK, Salem, taught the 
Ashburnham High School, is now teach-
ing in Milton, salary $1000. 
JAMES A. FRANCIS, Westport, taught 
in Westport four months, is now teaching 
in West Bridgewater. 
No All HATHAWAY, Freetown, taught 
ne term in Canton. 
Moses W. D. Hurd, Boston, is now 
teaching the Spencer High School, 
salary $1000. 
THE FIRE. 
J. N. PIERCE. 
About one o'clock on the morning of the 
twenty-third of December, 1869, the quiet 
town of Bridgewater was aroused by an 
alarm of fire. I immediately arose and 
hastened to the scene of action. 
The fine dwelling-house opposite the 
Agricultural grounds was in flames. The 
furniture was piled in confusion on the op-
posite side of the street, while the occu-
pants had found shelter with a neighbor. 
It was not before the roof had fallen in, 
and the walls ha<l begun to totter, that 
the engine, of which Bridgewater may well 
be proud, approached, drawn by a single 
horse upon which was mounted a worthy 
gentleman of the town, accompanied by 
another individual of no less repute, and 
the whole escorted by a body-guard, con-
sisting of three small boys, who were yell-
ing as if their fortunes depended on the 
strength of their voices. 
The engine was left at a safe distance 
from the fire, while the firemen went to 
obtain a nearer view of the conflagration. 
Then appeared on the scene two gentle-
men, one of tbem a pnlminent merchant 
of the town, rubbing their eyes as if sleep 
had struggled hard for the mastery and 
was not qnite strong enough. 
At last the fire had spent its strength 
and the sleepy crowd returned to their 
homes. The engine, after setting so good 
an cxample of patience, and doing such 
good service (waiting for the firemen), was 
escorted back to its house, there to remain 
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until some similar occasion calls it forth 
to win fresh laurels. The house was to-
tally dcstroyed and there was no insur· 
ance. 
I do not doubt the members of the Ly-
ceum will join with me in regretting the 
loss sustained by the owner, for he has 
taken a great interest in our meetings and 
is probably known to all the members. 
While Bridgewater has suffered much 
by the fire, we should feel thankful that 
no injury was done to the fine block of 
houses in the vicinity, as they could never 
have been replaced, at least in this gener-
ation. 
Behold, how great a flame a little fire 
doth kindle! 
BRIDGEW ATER STATE NORiUAL 
SCHOOL. 
This is one of the four State Normal 
Schools under the direction of the Massa. 
chusetts Board of Education. The design 
of the school is strictly professional; that 
is, to prepare, in the best possible man-
ner, the pupils for the work of organizing, 
governing and instructing the public 
schools of the Commonwealth. 
This school was opened in Bridgewater, 
in September, 18-10. During the first 
thirteen years of its existence, it was 
under the charge of Nicholas Tillinghast, 
a man admirably adapted to the position. 
He entered upon his work when Normal 
Schools were a,n experiment, but by his 
wise and skilful management, he over-
came all obstacles and established the 
school upon a firm foundation. The next 
seven years it was under the care of Mar-
shall Conant, who conducted it with 
marked ability and success. Since Au-
gust, 1860, it has been under the charge 
of the prescnt principal, Albert G. Boyden. 
The whole number of students since the 
organization of the school has been 1618 ; 
of these, 1016 have completed the course 
of study and recei yed certificates or di-
plomas. After an existence of twenty-
eight years, during which it has been con-
stantly growing in public favor, it will be 
interesting to notice some of the results of 
the work of this school, as indicated by 
the positions occupied by its graduates. 
1. Graduates of the school employed 
in State or city Normal Schools. 
Dana C. Colburn, assistant in this 
school, afterwards principal of Rhode 
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Island Normal School, deceased. Joshua 
Kendall, assistant in this school, the 
sccond principal of the Rhode Island Nor-
mal School, now teacher of a private school 
in Cambridge. Richard Edwards, assist-
ant in this school, the first principal of 
the Salem State Normal School, also of 
the St. Louis Normal School, now presi-
dent of the Illinois Normal University. 
Ahira Holmes, principal of Normal School 
in California. Albert G. Boyden, assist-
ant in this school, principal of High 
School in Salem, sub-master of Grammar 
School in Boston, now principal of this 
school. Edw:1rd C. Delano, principal of 
Chicago Normal School. Daniel S. Went-
worth, principal of Cook County Normal 
School, Ill. George M. Gage, principal 
of the Western Maine Normal School, now 
principal of Mainc Normal School. Gren-
ville T. Fletcher, principal of the Eastern 
Maine Normal School. Henry T. Hart-
well, principal of Colored Normal School, 
Baltimore. Mary J. Cragin, the second 
principal of the St. Louis Normal School. 
Ed win C. Hewett, Thomas Metcalf, Al-
bert Stetson, now professors in the Illillois 
Normal University. Mr. Hewett was 
formerly an assistant in this school. Ira 
Moore, assistant in this school, then pro-
fessor in Illinois Normal U ni versity, now 
professor of mathematics in the State Uni-
versity of Minnesota. Martha R. Crosby, 
Elizabeth IV-eston, assistants in Salem 
State Normal School. Julia A. Sears, 
Helen B. Coffin, Clara Fletcher, assist-
ants in the Maine Normal Schools. Adin 
A. Ballou, Jairus Lincoln, Leander A. 
Darling, Benj. F. Clarke, Warren T. 
Copeland, Charles F. Dexter, Austin San-
ford, - Nancy Blackington, Elizabeth 
Crafts, Charlotte A. Comstock, Ellen G. 
Brown, Emeline F. Fisher, Edward W. 
Stephenson, former assistants in this 
schoo!. George H. Martin, Albcrt E. 
Winship, Eliza n. Woodward, Alice 
Richards, Mary H. Leonard, present aE-
sistants in this school. Betsy T. Capen, 
assistant in the Boston Normal School. 
2. Graduates of the school employed in 
Grammar and High Schools. 
In Boston - l'tobtrt C. Metcalf, master 
of the Adams School; Granville B. Put-
nam, master of the Franklin School; Na-
than E. Willis, Sub-Master in English 
High School; Sarah J. Baker, principal 
of thc Ducllcy School, the only lady prin-
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cipal of a Boston Grammar School. Quincy 
E. Dickerman, Phineas G. PJ.rmenter, 
Wm. H. Ward, Thomas H. Blunes, Alfred 
Bunker, Edward Southworth, Sub·Masters. 
Henry C. Bullard, Leonard Waterman, 
Silas H. Haskell, Fred O. Ellis, Ushers. 
Mary Young, Anna M. Penniman, Maria 
D. Kimball, Martha F. Winning, Louisa 
Tucker, Head.Assistants. John Knee-
land, many years principal of the Wash-
ington School, now teacher of a private 
school in Roxbury. 
Principals of Grammar Schools in other 
cities and large towns: 
George S. Littlefield, Samuel S. Wilson, 
Charlestown; David H. Daniels, David 
Bentley, Brookline; Guilford D. Bigelow, 
Brighton; Rufus Sawyer, Medford; Geo. 
A. Walton, Lawrence, now teacher in 
State Teachers' Institutes; William P. 
Hayward, Jacob F. Brown, Salem; Levi 
F. Warren, Henry F. Hayward, Newton; 
Warren T. Copeland, George S. Turner, 
Watertown; F. T. Crafts, Milton; Edward 
L. Comins, Worcester; Owen B. Stone, 
Warren; Aaron H. Cornish, Plymouth; 
William R Gordon, Fall River; Sarah D. 
Ottiwell, New Bedford; Albert J. Man-
chester, Providence, R. I.; Elkanah W. 
Dickerson, Toledo, Ohio; J. Henry Root, 
New Haven. Conn. 
Employed in High Schools- James D. 
Whitmore, associate principal in New 
Haven, Conn.; Simeon S. Sanborn, prin-
cipal in Wellfleet; Austin !:lanford, in 
Fairhaven; Narcissa Y. Chase, in Fall 
River; Martha Keith, in Bridgewater; 
Mary S. Mendell, in New Bedford; J emi-
ma F. Austin, in San Francisco, Ca1. 
Graduates since 1860 who are now 
principals of High Schools:- Cyrus A. 
Cole, in Reading; Alonzo Meserve in 
North Bridgewater. 
Of Grammar Schools:-J ohn D. Billings 
and Albert F. Ring, in Jamaica Pl<1in; 
Darius F. Hadley and William B. Atwood, 
in Charlestown; Barrett 13. Russell. in 
Dedham; Beriah T. Hillman, in Quincy; 
William W. Brewster, in North Chelsea; 
Samuel J. Bullock and Philander A. Gay, 
in Milton; Mr. Goodrich, in Arlington; 
Simeon J. Dunbar and Nalhan F. Soule, 
in Hingham; Henry C. Sawin, in Ando-
ver; James M. Sawin. in Providence, R. 
I.; J. Milton Hall, in Fall River; Horace 
A. Freeman, in Bridgewater; Josiah F. 
Baxter, in Nantucket; Thomas H. W cst, 
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Charles R. Coffin and James N. Parker, 
in Raudolph; Henry J. Cl:1rke, in Stur-
bridge. 
3. Graduates employed in Private 
Schools and Colleges :-
In Chauncy Hall school, Boston, W m. 
H. Ladd, associate principal; Horace 
Chapin, teachcr of math~matics; O. F. 
Bryant, teacher of natural sciences. In 
English and Classical school, West New-
ton, Nathaniel T. AlIen, James '1'. Allen. 
principals, Fannie E. Kilburn, ' assistant. 
In Friends' Academy, New Bedford, Ed-
ward A. H. Allen, principal, Elvira 
Johnson, assistant. Charles:M:. Barrows, 
teacher of a private school at Hyde Park. 
Fanny C Brownell. teacher in Bradford 
Acadcmy. Ezra W. Sampson, John T. 
Princc. Warren T. Hillman, in the Aca-
demic department of Washington Univer-
sity, St. J.Jouis. W m. Watson, professor 
of mathematics in Institutc of Technology, 
Boston, Benjamin F. Clark, professor in 
Brown University. 
This enumeration includes only those 
graduates who occupy the more prominent 
positions in the larger towns, and not all 
of those. It does not include the larger 
number of graduates who are teaching in 
the smaller towns, and in ungraded 
schools. The lady graduates are too 
numerous to particularize. They are 
employed in the different grades of the 
public schools in all the cities of the 
State, and in nearly all the towns in the 
suuth-eastern part of the State. 
Many of these graduates have made teach-
ing a profession; some of them have taught 
more than twenty years. Their influence 
is not confined to their own schools, but 
indirectly their methods of teaching affect 
many other tcachers, and the reflex influ-
ence is manifested here in this sehoo1.-
Applicants for admission nolV comc better 
prepared than in former years. 
Nine-tenths of all the graduates of the 
last eight years have engaged in tcaching, 
and ninety. eight per cent. of this number 
have taught ill the public school~, the 
remainder in private schools. More than 
five-cighths of all the graduates of this 
period are now teaching. The success 
of tLe graduates in teaching is shown in 
the fact that they hold many of the best 
positions in the public schools, and further 
in the fact that the calls for teachers re-
ceived at this sl)hool each year is many 
times the number of graduates for the 
year. The applications come from all 
parts of the State, and from other States, 
and for teachers for all the grades of 
schools, both public and private. 
The Normal School has its distinctive 
work which does not interfere with any 
other class of schools, but on the contrary, 
just so far as it prepares good teachers 
and disseminates improved methods of 
teaching, it is an indispensable aid to all 
other schools and a blessing to the com· 
munity. The people of the Old Colony 
may justly feel a deep interest in the 
prosperity of an institution having such 
a record a,s that here given. It deserves 
their generous and hearty support, not 
only for what it has done but that it may 
be the means of aecom plishing still 
greater good. 
THE WORDS WE USE. 
MARY H. LEONARD_ 
An English writer, in a recent work on 
language says. " Look at the process of de-
terioration which our Queen's English has 
undergone at the hands of the Americans 
Look at those phrases which so amuse us 
in their speech and books; at their reck-
less exaggeration and contempt for con-
gruity." 
We do not hesitate to say that these 
sweeping assertions arc not true. The 
language we use is not so utterly corrupted, 
and many of the expressions called Ameri-
canismI'! were taught us first by our 
brethren across the water. 
Much care and thought are given. in this 
country. to keep our language pure. Our 
dictionaries have not been excelled in the 
works of English compilers, and England's 
Queen has recognized their value to her 
subjects. 
Some national peculiaritics of speech arc 
natural, and perfectly proper. As no two 
persons usc exactly the same vocabulary in 
their ordinary conversation, so in no two 
communities do wc hear preciscly the same 
forms of cxpression. 
The New York merchants sell figured 
and plain muslin. while we inquire at our 
stores for calico and white cotlon cloth. In 
Boston, the eldcr ladies wear bonnets, and 
the younger oncs hats; while in New 
York, bonnets arc unknown, and the vari· 
ous styles of head·dress for ladies arc all 
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denominated hats. An Englishman sends 
a letter by post; we, by mail. How do 
you do? is English. How goes it with 
you? German. How do you carry your-
sclf? French. Dickens records an amus-
ing instance of his inability to understand 
the American "right awa,y," in the sense 
of direct!!!; and again he says, "Where 
an Englishman would cry 'all right,' an 
American says' go ahead,' which is some-
what expressive of the national character 
of the two countries." 
N everthless, looseness is apt to charac-
terize the hurrying way in which we do 
things, and this looseness shows itself in 
a loose way of speaking. There is a street 
language used among us of which we may 
well feel ashamed, and the more so, when 
we remember that its vulgarity sometimes 
finds its way to the parlor and the school. 
There is a reason why this use of slang is 
so rapidly increasing. Immigration brings 
to our shores many different elements to be 
assimilated, and each class lends its own 
expressions to the already super. abundant 
stock. 
As a people, we are fond of inven-
tion; so a true Yankee, when he needs a 
word, feels at perfect liberty to coin one. 
Sometimes a coined word is very apt, and 
when it meets a want that is felt and 
recognized, it will be adopted; but most 
of us, common people, if we need a new 
word, will find by study of our mother-
tongue one that will fit; so that a coined 
expression usually adds to our language 
without enriching it. 
An over·attention to grammatical rules 
is likely to cause stiff and pedantic lan-
guage, but we are not, as a people, in_ 
clined to fall into this error. At a fair 
lately held in this town, I eould not help 
noticing in the speech of the people 
around me, such expressions as " Ain't you 
going into the hall?" "I done it," and 
the pronunciation led me to believe more 
ully than before that a Yankee may be 
known by his pronunciation of the word 
" can." These were not exceptional 
errors, but nearly universal. 
Owing to a limited knowledge of words, 
we makc onc perform the offices of several. 
" Expect" does duty also for "suspect 'J 
and " Sl!Ppo~e." " Persuasion" has been 
perverted to lUcan a sec t or belief; more 
than that, we speak of the Hebrew Pe?" 
Sltasioll, and it has been suggested that 
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we shall soon hear of the Nrgro Persua· 
sian. 
Is our language so barren of appro-
priate words to expre~s quality, that we 
must use one adjective always to express 
everything that is good, and arrother to ex-
press everything bad? Yet this is ncarly 
what we find. "Jforrid,"" awful," and 
"dreadful," have been so often misapplied 
that they seem to have but little force 
when rightly used. I like it "ever so 
much," we hear how many times in a day 1 
A lady at a prominen t watering. place, a 
few weeks ago, exclaimed, "Are not these 
waves gorgeous?" " Superb," was her 
companion'S reply. 
Another feature of our speech is the pro. 
fusion in which we use Interjectious and 
other expletives. "Yes sir!" fills up the 
gaps of oonversation, or its place is sup-
plied by an interrogation, "Yes?" With 
a few whom I have met, it seems as ifhalf 
of what they s'ay is in the form of an in· 
terjection. " Goodness! 'Tis as big as, 
oh! my! " is their sty Ie of speaking. In 
many of our recitations we make long-
drawn ands and thes do the duty of 
taking up time. In general, if you have 
nothing to say, don't begin to say some. 
thing, 
" And when you stick on conversation's burs, 
Don't strew the pathway with those dreadful 
urs." 
Among the unnecessary words which we 
use so freely is the word got. " Get," to 
fetch, to hring, is a good word enough, but 
when it is made a peg on which to hang 
all manner of infinitives, it is a useless en-
cumbrance. 
"I am going to study by and by;" 
could not this be better constructed with. 
out the " going?" " I am going to go," 
is used frequently by a little girl of my 
acquaintance. ""Vhy isn't it just as 
proper as 'I am going to sew'?" is her 
never failing argument. " Raised" for 
reared, " posted" for informed, " lengthy" 
for long. these are characterized as Ameri-
canisms, but whether we are responsible 
for them or not, we cannot deny that they 
sometimes find their way among us. 
We are likely to use one form of ex-
prcssion so frequently that it becomes a 
distinguishing mark of the individual. I 
know a young lady who always doubles 
her verys. "It i~ very, very pretty." 
Perhaps we cannot find a better rule to 
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guide us in the gen-eral use of words than 
is given in the following quotation from an 
English work on language: 
" Avoid all oddity of expression. "Where 
a short word will do, you always lose by 
using a long one. Call a spade, a spade, 
not a t well.known oblong instrument of 
manual industry.' Write much as you 
would speak. Speak as you think. If 
with yOut' inferiors, speak no coarser than 
usual; if with your superiors, no finer. 
Be what you say; and, within the rules 
of prudence, say what you are." 
PLACES OF INTEREST ABOUT 
BRIDGEWATER. 
NELUE iII. GIFFORD. 
It is not well for mall to bend his ener-
gies closely to one pursuit to the exclu-
sion of all others, for by so doing he will 
grow only in one direction, and all his 
thoughts will flow in the same channel. 
He needs to go out from his daily routine 
to receive recreation and pleasure; to see 
what the world around him is doing, and 
gain practical knowledge. 
This is particularly needful for those 
who are engaged in literary pursuits. , 
The village in which our institution is 
located is surrounded by many places 
which afford its students recreation and 
pleasure. 
A half·hour's walk will take us to the 
Observatory, which- rears its lofty head to 
airy heights, commanding a view of the 
extended beauty stretched out before us. 
Winding through the green vallcy, 
hidden at times by the trees and then re-
vealing itself in a bright line, flowing 
gently above its pebbly bed and again 
spreading out in a broad, silvery sheet, 
sparkling in the sunlight. we discern the 
largest stream of water of which the town 
can boast. A few miles beyond, we see 
the Scottish Highlands and can almost 
distinguish the cattle grazing upou the 
thousand hills, and the fields of waving 
wheat. 
Madgascar appears still farther off, sur· 
rouuded as usual, but by trees, in lieu of 
water, and, we are told, that cluster of 
white roofs is Jerusalem. Can it be pos-
sible that we arc permitted to view that 
ancient and rcnowued city? The village 
near it is J Cl'icho. We can almost see the 
poor man lying by the roadside and the 
proud priests aDd Levites casting their 
I.,~-------------------------------------------------------
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cold, scornful glances upon him, and then 
passing by on the other side, while the 
Good Samarita-n tenderly cares for him. 
Joppa is another distinguished city 
which prescnts itself to our eyes, and as 
we look at it, a vision of a huge vessel, 
filled with four-footed beasts and creeping 
things, and fowls of the air, such as ap-
peared to Peter, arises in our minds. Hal-
ifax is also seen in the distance, remind-
ing us of the many things we have read 
about this important seaport. There are 
many other places, less noted in history, 
that can be seen from this elevated posi-
tion, among which are Easton, Randolph, 
Middleborough, Abington, and North, 
East, and West Bridgewater. 
The Iron Works and Paper Mills are 
visited frequently, giving us, not only a 
pleasant walk, but valuable practical 
knowledge. 
Madam Salome's celebrated Picture 
Gallery is well known to all lovers of art, 
as exhibiting the most wonderful and 
original works of the imagination that 
native talent cver produced; among them 
are an impressive Death Bed Scene, A 
Skating Party, displaying the artist's 
knowledge of perspective, and the II Feast 
of Belshazzar," also a portrait of our late 
President Lincoln, painted from imagina-
tion. 
Pine Orchard has furnished enjoyment 
for many a company - of happy students, 
and the little lake upon which it borders, 
known as Carver's Pond. has been the si-
lent witness of numerous invigorating 
rowing excursions. 
A quiet, pleasant path winds through 
the woods not far from this interesting 
spot, which is so noted for the loveliness 
which pervades its shady nooks that it has 
received the appropriate title, "Lovers' 
Lane." 
Here the admirer of nature is prone to 
wander, when the brain is weary with the 
whirl of study, to cool his heated brow 
by the soft, gentle breeze, and commune 
with Nature's God. 
Our thanks are due Messrs. Keay and 
Freeman, for substantial aid, at a time 
when most needed, also to Mr. Pierce, whose 
business tact and readiness to help have 
rendered him an efficient assistant in con-
ducting the business department of the 
paper. 
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CHURCH ETIQUETTE FOR LADIES. 
EDITORS. 
Among the many rules of church eti-
q uette, to be observed, those relatiug to 
the tim~ of gJing are most important. 
Especially avoid being early; for it would 
be exceedingly ungenteel to enter before 
the congregation were all sea.ted, and the 
services begun, as in that case, your en-
trance would disturb no one, and the neces-
sary attention would not be attracted to 
your dress and appearance. So, as the 
first rule. always be late. During the 
first prayer is a pleasant time to euter. 
Theu do not come in quietly and take 
a seat near the door, for then your en-
trance would be a perfect failure; but 
walk slowly up the aisle, making as much 
ado as possible, tha.t people may see, that 
you feel your position in society, fully. 
Squeaking boots, and a rustling silk dress, 
add much to the effect you may produce. 
In taking your seat, the principal object 
will be. of course, to make as much dis. 
turbance as possible, and thus attract at-
tention. 
During the singing. if it is the custom 
to rise and face the choir, you will remain 
seated; and thus manifest your indiffer-
ence to the habits of others. 
During the sermon, examine, carefully, 
the dress of all before you, keep up a so-
cia.l whispering with your neighbors; oc-
casionally turn the leaves of the singing-
book, and, if the weather will permit. swing 
your fan, taking care to have it hit the 
book. This will, without doubt, bc very 
interesting and agreeable, to any who may 
wish to listen to the sermon, and will pro-
duce a charming effect. 
During the benediction, arrange for your 
exit, which must be made with great show. 
As you walk out, it might be well to en-
gage in some lively conversation, with a 
friend as nearly like you as possible. 
Walk slowly down the stairs, with your 
long dress trailing behind you. Those 
who are so unfortunate as to follow you 
will, inevitably, step on the trailing drcss, 
at which you will frown, and endeavor in 
various ways to impress the persons with 
a sense of their awkwardness, and of your 
superiority. 
Of course these suggestions are given 
on the supposition that you will attend 
church only in the forenoon, for, though 
they might apply at other services, it is 
generally conceded that it is much more 
refined and aristocratic to attend only in 
the morning. 
These are only a few suggestions, but 
your good sense m I.y enable you to enbrge 
upon them, and apply tbem with good 
effect. 
THli: MASSACHU:3ETrB TEACHER 
Is the organ of the teachers of Massa 
chusetts, not of a few, but of all; and for 
its success or failure each tcacher is in a 
certain sense responsible. 
Will each reader of the Offering ask 
himself two questions? First, "what 
have I ever done to make the Teacher 
more interesting' ? " If you answer 
"nothing," endeavor this ycal' to send 
Friend Kneeland an article of interest to 
the tcachers of Massachusetts; if it is 
what he desires, he will publish it, if not, 
he will lay it aside, so banish all fears that 
any unworthy article will get into print. 
Second, II Am I a subscriber to the 
Teacher? " If not, send your name, 
P. O. address, and one dollar and a half 
at once to 
A. E. WINSIHP, 
Bridgewater. 
THE MAINE JOURNAL OF EDU-
CATION 
Is one of the most readable educational 
journals which comes to our desk. If you 
are a subscriber to the Massachusetts 
Teaclzer, you cannot invest a dollar and 
a half in any manner that will do you 
more good as a teacher than by sending it 
to 
BROWN, THURSTON & Co. 
Portland, Me. 
Don't fail to look at the Reviews and 
advcrtisements, and remember that a live 
teaclzer always has a library. A physician 
could as well thrive without medicines as 
a teacher without books and papers. 
If you wish to insure in a stock com-
pany there is nothing better than the 
Trm·elers. 
The Reviews are by thc teachers. 
Why is Bridgewater one of the best 
places in the world for boys? Because it 
has one of the bcst Boy-dens. 
Lessons in Elementary Chemistry: Inorganio and Organio. :By 
Henry JiJ. :Roscoe. Wm. Wood &: Co . ~ Publ't·shers. 
:.I he author has succeeded in arranging the most 'important 
facts and princz'ples of Modern Chemlslty, 't'n a plaln but pre-
ds~ and sdenNjic form. :1 he new nomenclature ls used In tkis 
work~ as we thlnk It should be In all. We know of no other 
really eleme1ztary lPork lPhlch uses It. :1 he exerdses are 1'aluable. 
Harper's School and Family Slate and Cards. For Lessons 
in Writing, Printing, Drawing and Arithmetio. Hmper &: 7h'0-
thers, KeJP York, '1ubHslters . 
.iYo Commt'ttee should lntroduce a Slate into the Prima1Y 
Schools 'fJ'ithout jlrst exam'hzlng thz's Slate, lPltlclt ls pecztHarly 







MODEL TEXT BOOKS 
FOR 
Schools, Academies and Golleges. 
PUBLISHED BY 
ELDREDGE & BROTHER, 
17 & 19 SOltth 6th Street, 
PIIILADELPHIA, PA. 
A NEW BOOK. 
THE MODEL SPEAKER. 
Consisting of Exccl'cises in Prose, Poetry, and 
Blank Verse, Suitable for Declamation, 
Public Hea.dings, School 
Exhibitions, &c. 
Compiled for the use of Schools, AcademieR, 
Colleges, and Private Classes, by Professor 
Philip Lawrence. 
Price by mail, Post-paid, $1.50. 
Circular giving entire list of Contents sent 
on application. 
CHASE & STUART'S 
New Classical Series. 
Grammatical references in every necessary 
and practicable instance to 
HARKNESS'S LATIN GRAftli\IAR, 
A~DREWS & STODDARD'S LATIN GRAM. 
BULLIONS &; l\IORRIS'S LATIN GRA~n'lAR, 
AND 
ALLEN'S MANUAL LATIN GRAM;\<IAR. 
The Series when complete will consist of 
C,£SAR'S COiIBlE:ofTAIUES - - - PRICE, $1.25 
VIRGIL'S lENEID - - - - - 1.50 
CICERO'S ORATIONS 1.25 
HORACE'S ODES. S.-I.'1'IR1':S. AND EPISTLES, 1.50 
FIRST SIX llOOKS OF VIRGIL'S JE"EIO 
WITIi LEXfOON, I~TC. In Prepa.ration 
CIOlmo DE SENECTUTE, DE AMICl'rU .. 
~ALLUST. 
LIVY. 
VIRGIL'S ECLOGUES AND GEORGTCS, 
Of which the following are now ready : 
Cresar's Commentaries on the Gallic 
War. With Explanatory Notes.a Vocabulary, 
Geographical Index, Map of Gaul, Plan of 
the Bridge. Index of Proper Names. &c. 
By Prof. GIo:ORGE STUART. Price by mail, 
Post-paid, $1.25. 
Virgil's lEneid. With Explanatory Notes, 
lIletrical Index, Remarks on Classical Ver-
sification, Index of Proper Names, &c. By 
Prof. TIiOMAS CHASE. Price by mail, Post· 
paid, $1.25. 
Cicero's Select Orations. With Explan-
atory Notes. Life of Cicero, List of Consuls 
during his Life, Plan of the Ito man Forum 
and its Surroundings, &c. By 1)1'of. GEORGE 
STUART_ Price by mail, post-paid, $1.25. 
Horace's Odes, Satires, and Epistles. 
With Explanatory Notes, Metrical Key, In-
nex of Proper Names, &c. By Prof. THOMAS 
CliASh:. Price by mail, post-paid, $1.50. 
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Six Books of Virgil's JEneid. With 
Ex:p lanatory Notes, Maps, i\Ietrical Index, 
H~marks on Clas:lical Versification, Inllex 
of Proper N,tlll as. Lex:icnn, Su~gestiJas to 
Stu lents. &J. Ily prJ£' THOllU CIUSE. 
The book will be unifol'ill in style of bindin~ 
with the otaer vvlumes of CUAsm & S-rrr .Hlr':j 
CL_-I.SSIOAL SERlES, au 1 will be sold a.t tne mar-
vellous low price of $l.2 .5 per copy, or :j;12.0:} 
per dozen. 
The Ca13ar 's Commentaries of the Series has 
been thoroughly revisel, a.nd the Fifth Elition, 
which i; now ready, cJnktins the followin'>" im-
portant imprvvements : - " 
Grammatica.l refereuces in overy practical instance to 
four Staudard Latin Gra.mmars, 
'rho Lexicon DvW contain::; every word found Ju the 
tex~. 
'fhA quant!~y of every uoubtful peuul~ is carefully 
marked. 
A uniform ortho;:raphy in the text and Lexicon. 
An improved ;md cOIHiJ.er.1bly enla.rged body of Notes. 
A G~o6Taphical Index. 
An ludex uf Prop~r Names. 
They are at this time the stamlari! text-
books in nearly 
And the list is daily increasing. 
AS CLASSICAL TEXT-BOOKS, 
THEY HAVE NO SUPERIORS, 
We will senci a copy of each bJok of the series 
for oxamination, by mail, PJstp lid, Lo Ti_~OIi­
ERS, on receipt of one·half the j'e;pective adver-
tised pn:ces. 
The Crittenden Commercial Arithme-
tic and Business Manual. Designed 
fOI' the use of 'reachers, Business !\Ien, 
Academies, Higll Schools, an'.! Commercia.l 
Colleges. By Jorr~ GROESBECK. Price by 
mail, postpaid, $1.50, 
In every High SehoJI and Academy in the 
lan,l, the organization of a class in Commercial 
Arithmetic, Business Calculatious, and Forms 
will prove au element of popularity ani! suc-
cess tha.t will yield rich results. The subject it· 
sclf is so intrinsically valuable as a means of 
developing thought, that, were this the only 
result to be gained, it would be entitled to and 
should receive the special attention of the pro-
gressive teacner. But apart from this, the in-
troduction of a study so interesting in itself, 
so attractive to the scholar. and h ,tying so di-
rect a bearing on his future welfare, will, in 
many an instance, decide the welfare of a 
school, directing the channel of popular opin. 
ion in its favor, and prove the mea.ns of filliug 
it with stuclents anxious to oecure its advan-
tages. 
Circulars containing fnll description, testi-
monials, &c., on application. 
A Key to the Crittenden Commer-
cial A rithmetic, for the use of Teachers 
only, has been prepared, and will be sent by 
mail, postpaid, on receipt of$LOO. 
In the School Room; or, CHAP'rERS IN 
THE PHILOSOPHY OF EOUCATIO:of. By JOliN 
S. HART, LL. D_, Principal of the New Jer-
sey State Normal School. Price by mail, 
postpaid, $1.25. 
'rhis book gives the incidents, experience 
ani! observations of a lifetime spent in teach-
ing in Cvmmon Schools. Academies, High 
Bch'lols, and Normal Schools. No teacher 
can ajford to be without it. -
INSTRUCTIVE, ENTERTAINING, AMUSING, 
It is a 'feachers' Library in a single Volume. 
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Martindale's History of the United 
States From the discovery of America to 
the close of the lat~ Rebellion. By JOSEPH 
C. M.lRl'I~OALB, ~I. D., Principal of the Mad-
ison Gr1tmmftr School, Philadelphia. Price 
by lll:1il, pJStpaid, 60 cents. 
i\Iol'e tnan Twenty Thousand Copies were 
sold during the past year. With this book the 
pupil C1tn, in a single school term, obtain as com-
plete a knowledge of the history of our coun-
try as has heretofore reqnired years of study. 
It is endorser! by prominent educators, it is 
used in ovcr fifty Normal Schools, and in hun-
dreds of cities,and towns throughout the entire 
conntry. . 
The Model Definer. An Elementary 
Work, containing Definitions and Etymology 
fOi' the Little Ones, and illustrated with 
Sentences showing the Proper Use of Words. 
By A. C. WEBB. Price by ma.il, postpaid, 25 
cents. 
Ths Model Etymology. Giving the Da-
finitions, Etymology, and Analysis, and il-
lustratei! with Sentences showing the Proper 
U~e of Words. By A. C. WEBB. PI'ice by 
mail, postpaid, GO cts. 
The Young Student's Companion; or, 
Elementary Lessons and Exercises in Trans-
lating from English into French. By M. A. 
LONGSTRETH. Price by mail, postpaid, $1. 
A Manual of Elocution. Founded up-
on the Philosophy of the Human Voica, with 
Classified illustrations, Suggested by, and 
arranged to meet, the Practical Difficul~ies of 
Instruction. By J\l. S. MITCHELL. Pl'lce by 
mail, postpaid, $1.50. 
The Modal Pocket Register and Grade 
Book. A Roll nook, Record and Grade 
Book combiued. Adapted to all grades of 
classes. whetiler in College, Academy, Sem-
inary, High or Primary School. Handsome-
ly bound in fine English cloth, bevelled sides, 
crimson edges. Price by mail, postpaid, 65 
cents. 
If you have not seen it, send 65 cents. and re-
ceive a copy by milil, postpaid. Shonld it not 
prove satisfactory. return it, and the money 
will be sent back by return lllltil, thus affording 
an opportunity fJr examination, without cost. 
The Model School-Diary. Designed as 
an aid in seeuting tho co·operation of par-
ents. Price $1.00 per dozen, by mail, post-
paid. 
It consists of a record of the Attendance. 
Deportment, Recitations, &c" of a Scholar for 
every day in the week. At th() close of the 
week it is to be sent to the parent or guardian 
for his examination and signature. Its low 
cost will insure its general use. 
The Model School-Pen. The point is 
equal to the" Gillott 303," while for flex_ 
ibility and durn.bility it is unequalled. 
Price per gross, sent by mail, postpaid, $1.25. 
Descripti ve Uirculars of n.ll the above sent 
to any address, on application. Teachers COi'-
responding with us, are requested to favor us 
with a copy of the Circula.r or Catalogue of 
their School. 
Please address 
ELDREDGE & BROTHE~ 






POPULAR TEXT BOOKS 
FOR 
'Senools, Acaoemies and'Collegesl 
BROWN'S ENGLISH GRAMMARS. 
COMPRISINC 
Brown's First Lines of English 
Grammar. 
12mo. Half bound. Designed for young 
learners. Retail price, 45 cents. 
Brown's Institutes of English 
Grammar. 
12mo. lIIuslin, leather back. For the Higher 
Classes. Retail price, .$1.00. 
<> <> <> Both of these very popular text-books 
have just been revised by Henry Kiddie, A.M., 
Assistant Superintendent of Public Schools of 
New York City, with important additions, es-
pecially in the department of Sentential 
Analysis. 
Brown's Grammar of English 
Grammars. 
Royal 8vo. Leather or half morocco. Retail 
price $6.50, 
These Grammars were never so popular or 
widely used as at the present time- th~y are 
THE BOOKS. The latter is the most compre· 




By Henry E. Roscoe, B.A., }<'. R. S., Professor 
of Chemistry in Owens College, Manchester. 
In one beautiful little volume, handsomely il-
lustrated with engravings, and bound in mus_ 
lin, red edges. Just published. Retail price, 
$1.50. 
'fhis little book is, we believe, the only one 
in the market containing all the newest feat-
ures in Chemistry. 
LAMBERT'S PHYSIOLOGIES. 
Lambert's Human Physiology, 
Anatomy, and Hygiene. 
12mo. This is an entirely new book, writtm 
on It new plan, and is beautifully illustrate!l 
THE NORMAL OFFERING. 
with several hundred wood engravings, and 
thirty-one plates on tinted paper, containing 
many figures. Retail price, $1.75. 
Lambert's Primary Physiology, 
Anatomy, and Hygiene. 
12mo. Profusely illustrated. Retail price, 
85 cents. 
GANOT'S PHYSICS. 
Elementary Treatise on Physics, 
Experimental and Applied. 
For the use of Colleges and Schools. Trans-
lated and Edited from Ganot's Elements de 
l'hysique, by E. Atkinson, Ph. D., T. C. S. Il-
lustrated by a colored plate and 668 wood-cuts. 
In one very thick 12mo volume. Price, $6. 
This beautiful and most thoroughly systematic 
work has been adopted for use in some of the 
highest colleges in the land, as Harvard Univer-
sity, Columbia College, &c. &c., and is not on-
ly the best work of its kind for educational 
purposes, but would be also a very valuable 
addition to any library. 
CRUIKSHANK'S GEOGRAPHY. 
A Primary Geography. 
By James Cruikshank, LL. D., Editor New 
York Teacher, and Assistant Superintendent 
of Schools, Brooklyn, New York. Small 4to. 
Maps and illustrations. Just published. Price, 
$1.00. 
This book is written upon a new plan, and 
is illustrated with very accurate Maps and 
Engravings, drawn on wood and stone. 
Teachers, School Boards, and others in-
terested, are cordially invited to correspond 
with the publishers. Very favorable terms 
for introduction, Copies of the above books, 
except Ganot's Physics and the Grammar of 
English Grammars, sent for examination for 
half the retail prices affixed. 
WILLIAM WOO D & CO., 
PUBLIelI:-IERS. 
NEW YORK. 
'" '" :il Yade-.lIlecum. ~~ 
MANUAL OF 
fnghsn Pronunciation & Spelling, 
CONTAINING A 
FULL ALPHABETICAL VOCABULARY 
OF THE 
LANGUAGE, 
WITH A rRELIlIllNAnY 
EXPOSITION OF ENGLISH ORTHOEPY AND ORTHOG-
RAPHY, AND DESIGNED AS A WORK OF REF-
ER ENCE FOR GENERAL USE, AND AS 
A TEXT-BOOK IN SCHOOLS, 
B;v RICH.A.RD SOULE, 
Associate Editor of Worcester's Quarto Dictionary. 
And "WM_ A. "WHli:ELER, 
Associate Editor of Webster's DicLionaries. 
From the many testimonials received from 
prominent educators, commending this invalu-
able work, we select the following: 
"BOSTON, Nov. 15th, 1869. 
It gives me pleasure to commend most 
cordially tho' Manual of English Pronuncia-
tion apd Spelling,' published by Lee & Shep-
ard, and compiled by Messrs. Soule and 
Wheeler, who rendered such efficient service 
in editing the last unabridged Dictionaries of 
Worcester and Webster. 
As a convenient manual for consultation 
by the teacher in all cases of doubt in regard 
to the pronunciation or spelling of any English 
word, and of ascertaining the weight of au. 
thority when the most eminent Orthoepists 
differ, and also as a text book for teaching 
English pronunciation and orthography more 
systematically and thoroughly than can be 
possible by the use of the common spelling 
books alone, it is exceedingly valuable. 
I should recommend every teacher to pro-
cure a copy for his own private use, and 
School Committees to include it among the 
books of references which they are authorized 
to furnish for the use of the Schools under 
their charge. 
(Signed), ABNER J. PHIPPS, 
Agent of the lI1ass. Board of Education." 
PRICE, $1.50. 
JJI!!!l"" Sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price. 
LEE & SHEPARD, 
PUBLISHERS, 
BOSTON . 
800K~ NfW INO YAlU1Bl[ 
PUBLISHED BY 
IVISON, PHINN EY, BLAKEMAN & CO, NEW YORK 
WILDE, BOWLER & CO" BOSTON, 
COpy BOOKS. 
KERL'S OOMPOSITION AND RHETORIO. 
Pr'ce • .'1>1.25. 
THIS NEW RHETORIC is a simple, concise' 
prozressive, thorough, and prac~ical work, ON 
A NEW PLA.N. It occupies an in~ermediate 
posi~ion be~ween common grammar anu higher 
rhetoric, embodying from each wha~ is practi-
cally mos~ useful to the writer. It aims to 
make the studen~ inventive as well as critical, 
to qualify him for prompt and proper expres. 
sion in discharging the common duties of life, 
to guarll. and refine his tas~e in the gener&! 
pursuit of literature, and to aid him in his 
own literary productions. 
The foregoing book, and the ,,'First Lessons 
in Grammar," when studied together, will 
furnish an demcntary cow'se on the English 
language, or a course of G"ammar, Oomposi. 
tion, and Rheto/'ic, that is quite sufficient for 
common schools. 
Thc same book, and the "Common-School 
Grammar," when studied together, will furnish 
an advanced course on the English language, 
or a course of Gl'amma,', Oomposition, and 
Rhetoric, that is sufficient for the great major-
ity of academies and colleges. 
THEY ALSO PUBLISH 
.IierZ's C;'°am11larS, 
.>'Ina(ys;s 0/ Civil Gove"nmenl, 
.>'IJla(ysis 0/ COllstitulion 0/ lIle U. S. 
Gray's Bolanical Series, 
Pasquelte's Frencl, Series, 
WoodbulY's German Series, 
Hitchcock's .>'Inaloll!)! ,j; :Phy,·iQlof/Y. 
2 he U",'01l :!leadeN and Spellers, 
Well's Scientific Series, 
:Robin.<on's .>'Irillw,elics, 





WILDE, BOWLER & CO., 
PUBLISHERS, BOOKSELLERS AND STATIONERS, 
No. 1 CORNHILL, 
BOSTON. 
THE NORMAL OFFERING. 
VlTARREN'S 
New Physical Geograp hy 
Is now ready. This book completes 
WARREN'S NEW SERIES OF GEOGRAPHIES, 
Which have proved the most successful books 
of their class published in this couutry. 
These books have already been adopt-
ed for the public schools of 
BOSTON, PROVIDENCE, CHICAGO, ST, LOUIS, NEW-
PORT, FALL RIVER, LYNN, NEW BEDFORD, 
WASHINGTON, PHILADELPHIA, 
And in hundreds of important towns ~hrough­
out the country. 
8BAlIIIAB~ 
Greene's New System; 
Only one Book needed for Grammar 
and District Schools. 
One Book for Academies and High 
Schools, 
GREENE'S NEW INTRODUCTION. 
GREENE'S NEW ENGLISH GRAMMAR 
It is now bu~ a short time since these two 
books were first published, ye~ they have been 
adopted for the public schools of 
Chicago, St. Louis, Providence, New-
port, Springfield, Taunton, Law-
rence, Lynn, Fall River, 
Lowell, and many 
other places . 
~.iVo ot/ter Grammars ltape eJler 
secured so large a sale durtltg tlte 
jlnt yem' oj' tlteh' ,Publicatiolt. 
TEACHERS &'SCHOOL OFFICERS 
Must examine these new books if they wish to 
keep up with the times. Copies for examina-
tion, and terms for introduction, furnished on 
application to the publishers, 
OOWPERTHWAIT & OO.~ 
PHILA.DELPHCA. 
Or to DEXTER S. STONE, GEN'L AGT. 
37 and 39 BraIlle Street 
BOS1'ON, 
19 
H[W & U~[fUl CllSS BOOK 
-ON-
English Oomposition, 
UPON ,AN ORCGlNAL PLAN, 
Designed to simplify and develop the princi-
ples of the Art, by means of exercises 
in the preparation of 
Essays, Debates , Lectures & Oratiom 
For the use of Schools, Colleges, and 
private Students. 
By H. J. ZA.NDER, and T. E. HOWA.RD, A. :M: 
Duodecimo size; 203 pp., muslin, morocco 
back, price $1 at retail; $9 per dozen. 
L NeW' Pritnary ArithITletio. 
2. NeW' Eleluentary Arith=etio. 
3. New Intelleotual Arithrnetio. 
," ~4. NeW' .Praotioal At'ilhl'uetio. 
Works which by force cf intrinsic merit and 
in spite of unfavorable compe~ition, are meet-
ing with extraordinary success in all par~s of 
the country. 
GREENLEAF'S 
New ArithmeticB and Elemenbry Algebra. 
Are adopted to be used in all the Publio 
Schools of Vermont for a ~erm 
of five years. 
GREENLEAF'S NEW SERIES, in whole or par~, 
has been adop~ed wi thin a ycar for eleven 
S~ate Normal Schools, and for ~he Public 
Schools of more thau two hundred and fifty 
ci ~ies and to wns. 
GRERNLEAF'S COllIllON SCHOOL AND NATIOY· 
AL ARITHMETIOS, coutaining the ~'1etric Sys-
tem of Weigh~s and Measures, con~inue to be 
published and will always be kep~ up with the 
times. 
GREENLEA.F'S NEW ELElIENTARY ALGEBRA, 
GEO:IIETRY and TRIGONOMETRY, are so gener_ 
ally used and favorably known as to be their 
own commendation . 
GREENLEA.F'S NEW HWII&R ALOES ItA is used 
in l'Iassachusetts Institu~e of Technology, 
I3rown University, Amherst Colleg~ , Wesleyan 
University, lIliddletown, Coun., Massachusc~ts 
Agricultural College, and other like Insti· 
tutions. 
GREEYLEA.F'S SYSTE~I, in whole 01' in par~ 
is now used in upwards of 1,000 Cities and 
Towns in the Eas~ern S~ates, an..! in the Pub-
lic Schools of Nelv York City, Philadelphia, 
and other cities. 
School Officers and Teachers contemplating 
changes in Arithmetic, Algebra, or Geometry, 
are invited to correspond freely wi~h us. Lib-
eral terms given on books furnished for exam· 
ination, or for introduction in place of other 
inferior books. 
ROBERT S. DAVIS & CO. 






Already adopted in 500 important Cities 
and Towns in New England. 
C H A RAe T E R 1ST I C S. 
1. They teach tho pupil to consider the Globe as 
lo)'med by nature-called PI,)"s;cnl Gecgnj1by-as first 
In Importance. 
2. To consider Man i:J. his associated capacity-called 
Political Geography-as second in importance. 
S. They show that the Geography of Nature, primari-
ly controls the Geography of Man, and, tberefore, that 
Political Geography cannot be intelligibly studied In-
dependently of Pbysicial Geograpby. 
4. In accordance with this view, the text and maps are 
arranged !o as to advance the study of Pbysical and 
Political Geography simultaneously. 
~. Geography is taugbt as a science and its topics pre-
sented in their natural order of dependence: 1. Posi-
tion on the Ea, tho 2. Size and Contour. 3. Surf~ce 
Elevations. 4. Inland Waters. 5. Climate. 6. Veg-
etation. 7. Animal.. 8. Man. 9. Distribution of Man 
In hi. associated capacity. 
6. By geucralizing facts, of surface, soil, Climate, and 
productions In describing particular States, and omitting 
to repeat facts which are common to a wbole g:'oup or 
section, the study of Geography Is mado loss tiresome 
to tbe young. 
7. The text evinces. knowledge of tbe science of ed-
ucation, by uniformly adapting the mode of instruction 
to the laws of mental awakening and growth. 
8. Colors are employcd to represent surfaco elev.-
tions; political boundaries are marked by colored lines. 
9. Wbile learning the size and form of natural and 
political divisions, the pupil docs not depend on the old 
mode of verbal description and surface coloring,'.but Is 
taught to construct these divisions, because "hat be sees 
'With his eyes and constructs with his hands, wIll be easi-
ly remembered. 
10. By Simple, systematic instructions in map-draw-
lug placed in tbe body of the texts, very young pupils can 
determine tbe size, and construct the form of any State 
or country as rcadily and accurately as they can solve .. 
siIDvle problem in intellectual arithmetic. 
.d"" These books are furnished fo~ introduction on 
very favorable terms. 
lIor furtber information address 
CILMAN H. TUCKER, 
2 5 and 29 Cor n h i lIt 
BOSTON. 
THE NORMAL OFFERING. 
STANDARD TEXT BOOKS. 
:IEE 7l.lJ7S:I, 
:IDE CE.E;ylP.E8:I, 
:IRE .1I08:I POPU.L;yl:R. 
Fb'st Steps in Geogn'l)hy, $0.45 
Ne", Prllnnry Geogrul,l,y, 0.90 
Ne'", Il1tOJ'medlate Geography, 1.50 
Ne,v Gru.nllnnr School Geu"~'apby, 1.75 
Nnv Practlcul G<o(p'llpby (in P,·es8.) 




Presentation of usel'ul Facts. 
Ab..,nce of UseI"ss IUatt"r. 
Beauty and A ccuracy of ])Iaps. 
Consistency behveen Jllaps and Text. 
PI.'ecisiou in Statement. 
Thoroughness and Completenes8. 
ENDORSED BY THE BEST TEACHERS IN THE 
COUNTRY, AND USED IN THE LEADING 









KEY TO PRACTICAL ARITH. 
HIGHER ARITHIUETIC, (In Press). 
SUPERIOR FEATURES. 
Full Discussions of Subjectll omitted in 
other treatises. 
Explanations of CommE'rcial usages. 
Exactness and Clearness in DefinitioDs 
and Rules. 
Extra attention to business matters, such 
as Taxes, Insurance, Securities, &0. 
By G. P. QCACKENBOS, LL. D. 
PRIJIIARY GRAJlllllAR. $0.50 
ENGLISH GRAllIllIAR. 1.00 
1st LESSONS IN COlllPOSITIOY, .90 
COlllPOSITION AND RHETORIC, 1.75 
THE MOST SUCCESSFUL SERIES IN USE. 
Introductory Latin Book, 
Elements of Latin Grammar, 
Latin Grammar, 
Latin Reader, 
Introduction to Latin Prose, 







These books furnisb a better course of Elementary 
Classical iustruction than can elsewhere be found ill our 
language. and Lhey have obtained au UNPRltOEDENTED 
POPULARITY. 
.iVo oll,eI' 8eries is so ezle1lsire(y used, and 
so ullirel'salll' commended. 
D. APPLETON &. CO., NEW YORK, 
WILLIAM HENSHAW, Agent lor New England, 
At Lee & Shepard's Bookstore, 
149 Washington Street, Boston. 
BI?EWER & TILESTON 
Invite your attention to their superior School-books. 
A mong these are 




SEAVEY'S REVISION OF GOODRICH'S HISTORY 
OF THE UNITED STA.TES. 
WEBER'S OUTLINES OF UNIYEJ:SAL HISTORY, 
&c., &c. 
For terms of introduction, &c" or for.otber information 
tcdr"s tbe Publl.l,ers. 
We desire at tbls time to caU especial attention to 
WALTON'S NORMAL SERIES. 
This Series of Arithmetics consists of \bree books, viz: 
r. A Pictorial Primary Arithmetic, 
(Normal Edition.) 
II. An Intellectual Arithmetic, 
(Normal Edition,) 
III I The Illustrative l'ractical Arith. 
THE IllUSTRATIVE PRACTICAL ARITHMETIC 
Is entirely NEW. It Is designcd for COMMON 
SCHOOLS, for KORMAL SCHOOLS, HIGH SCHOOLS 
and ACADEMIES, and will, it is believed, meet the 
wants of tbe large majority or the students of Written 
Arithmetic in all grades of schools, more fuUy than 
any other aritbmetic before the public. 
For those who desire to pursue tbe subject farther. 
Walton's Written Arithmetic 
Presonts a somewhal more extended course, and a fuller 
practice. 
The Primary anrt Intellectual Arithmotic! have al-
ready an extensive circulation. As publisbed in tlIi. 
series, they ret,ain all the features wbich bave rendered 
them 80 generally popular. 
It is hoped that this series of Arithmetlcs will meet 
the demand for Text Books in whicb the subjects are 
developed by a 
N A1.URAL METHOD. 
Favorable Terms will be made for 
Introduction. 
Copies for examination sent by mall, prepaid, as follows: 
TIle Primary, /5 cellts. 
The Intellectual, .20 c6nts. 
TIle Illusl1'ati'Pe Practical, 50 cis. 
TIle Jrrltten .J'11'ithmetic, 60 cents . 
Address 
BREWER & TILESTON, 
Publishers, 
131 Washington Street. 
BOSTON. 
REVIEWS. 
Manual of English Pronun-
ciation and Spelling. 
By RICHARD SOULE and WHEELER. Lee & 
Shepard. 
We most heartily indorse Mr. Phipps' letter 
contained in the advertisement. No teacher 
or student should be without this Manual. 
The Crittenden {1}mmercial 
Arithmetio and Business 
Manual. 
Designed for the use of Teachers, Business 
Men, Academies, High Schools, and Com-
meruial Colleges. By JOHN GROESBECK. 
Eldredge & Brother, Yublishers. 
This is just what every teacher and business 
man has long wanted. The methods are 
practical. On the various forms of commer-
cial papers, Mr. Groesbeck is authority. There 
is nothing so recent, practictll, and reliable. 
Get it and use it. It costs but $1.50 by 
mail, post-paid. 
A Treatise on Physiology and 
Hygiene. 
By J. C. DALTON, M.D. Harper Brothers, 
Publishers. 
This work has been successfully used in our 
school, for the past year, and we have no 
hesitation in recommending it as a live, prac-
tical treatise. We know of no other work on 
this subject, so well adapted to the wants of 
the student, or general reader. 
Cresar de Bello Gallioo. 
By GEORGE STuART, A.M., Professor of Latin 
in the Central High I:3chool, l'hiladelphia. 
Eldredge & Brother, Philadelphia. 16mo. 
pp. 345. $1.25. 
This volume of the Chase & Stuart series of 
clllSsics has two especial merits. It is a 
small book, and it has notes which will help 
only the sLudent who helps himEelf. They tell 
him wherc to find things, and then throw him 
on his own resources. l'he references are to 
the four grammars in most common use. We 
commend the work. 
The Illustrative Praotioal 
Arithmetio. 
By a naturlll method, with Dictation exer-
cises. By Geo. A. Walton. Brewer & 
'I'ileston, Pnblishers. 
This is more nearly a Normnl Arithmetic 
than any oLher. 'fhe want of It sufficient 
number of examples can be readily supplied 
by an active teacher. The author is so populnr 
in New England, that little need be said in 
praise of his works. We use the book, and 
commend it because it deserves it. 1\11'. Wal-
tou is a graduate of our school. 
THE NORMAL OFFERING. 
The Model Speaker. 
Consisting of exercises in prose and poetry. 
For the use of Schools, Academies and 
Colleges. By PHILIP LAWRENCE, Professor 
in Elocution. Eldredge & Brother. 
Every live teacher knows the value of a 
model Speaker, and he has one hero. It con-
tains the best aricles found in the old Speakers, 
and a large number of thrilling war speeches 
and poems, besides much other matter which 
makes a complete variety. 
.A Fourteen Weeks' Course 
in Chemistry, Astronomy, 
and Philosophy. 
By J. DomiAN STEELE. A. S. Barnes & Co., 
Publishers. 
'l'hese are wide-awake, practical books. A 
child who has completed this fourteen weeks' 
course will remember more of what he has 
learned than by studying any other book the 
same length of time. 
Smith's Hand boo k of Ety-
mology 
By W~I. W. SmTH. A. S. Barnes & Co., 
Publishers. 
This work contains the Anglo-Saxon, French, 
Dutch, German, Welsb, Dunish, Gothic, Swed-
ish, Gaelic, Italian, Latin and Greek Roots, 
and the English words derived therefrom 
accurately spelled, accented and defined. No 
library should be without an Etymology, and 
this is the best. 
Guyot's Series of Geogra-
phies. 
GILLMAN H. TUCKER, Agent. 
We do not hesitate to pronounce these the 
best series of Geographies yet published. They 
al'e already used in most of the cities anti 
towns of the Bay State; they should be in 
all. If your teachers are not up with the times, 
bring them up, or get those who are up to the 
times, but don't UBe an old text-book, to ac-
commodate old-fashioned teachers. 
Systematio Human Physiol-
ogy, Anatomy and Hygiene. 
Being an Analysis and Synthesis of the 
Human System, with Practical Conclu-
sions. By'!'. S. LAMBER'l", M.D. Wm. 
Wood & Co., Publishers. 
I\1r. Lnmbert has a Primary Physiology also· 
These books contain much interesting and 
instructi ve matter, and nre the most fully 
illustrated of any School Physiologies we have 
seen. 
Rhetorio. 
A Text-Book designed for use in Schools and 
Colleges, and for private study. By Rev. 
E. O. HAVEN, D. D., LL.D. Harpe. & 
Bros., Publishers. 
The object of this work is not so much to 
give rules, by which one must talk' and write, 
as to teach one to tnlk and write correctly, 
antI with greatest effect. It is a valuable text-
book. 
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School History of the Uni-
ted States. 
By A. B. BERARD. U. S. Stone, Agent, 39 
Brattle Street, Boston. 
We have just introduced this History into 
the Bridgewater High School. It is a very 
readable little book, and contains as much as 
can be profitably'tnught in most of our High 
Schools. 
The Teaoher's Model Pooket 
Register and Grade Book. 
ELDREDGE & BROS., Philadelphia. 
Spend no more time in ruling blank books. 
Here is a model book of nearly a hundred 
pages, all ruled and arranged, better than you 
can do it, or can find it done elsewhere. We 
use it, and co=end it. 
Frenoh's Series of Arithme-
tios. 
This Series, published by Harper & Bros. 
New York, consists of-
1. First Lessons in Numbers. 
2. Elementary Arithmetic. 
3. Common School Arithmetic. 
4. Academic Arithmetic. 
The demand of Education at the present 
time is not so much 'Pllat to teach, as IlOIP to 
teach. Many series of text-books have of late 
been published, and particularly of Arith-
metics, endeavoring to answer this demand. 
Not among the least prominent of these is 
French's l:3eries, which has throughout a !ys-
tematic arrangement of topics under each 
subject. The order of subjects is good; the 
examples are numerous and practical; the 
illustrntions adding greatly to,the;effect. In fact, 
there seems to be throughout an originality in 
arrangement and method, and the author has 
succeeded in his effort to lead to a clear under-
standing of the subject of Arithmetic. 
THE 
Phrenological Journal, 
In a New and Improved Form, 
Devoted to Ethnology, Physiology, Phrenology, 
Psychology, Education, Art, t:lcience, Litera-
ture, and all Measures clllculatetl to Reform, 
Improve, and Elevnte I\1nukind, Physically, 
l\1entally, and Spiritually, 
S. R. WELLS, Bdit01·. 
CLUB RATES. 
For a ~ingle Copy, a year ..•••• .• .. .• ...• rooo 
Yor Five Copies. "year .................. 12 00 
FVI 'l'ell Covie8, a year . . ................ 20 00 
Anu ".0 Extr~ COPy to the Agent. 
For Firtf!en Copies, a year, $30. anti a copy of " NBw 
rHYSIOGNOKY," worth $:5, \\lill be given. 
Twenty Copies. "year. SolO. ""U " .. Student's 8 , t" of 
Phrctlulogical Books and llust, worth $10. 
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STANDARD TEXT BOOKS, 
EATON'S 
Series of Mathematics 
EATON'S PRIMARY ARITHMETIC. Beautifully mUB-
trate<l. and made attractive for beginners . 
EATON'S INTELLECTUAL ARITHMETIC. On a pro-
gressive plan. with n umerOUB drm exercises for review. 
EATON'S COMMON SCHOOL ARITHMETIC, A corn-
plete practical arithmetic, full enough for all ordinary 
business purposes. 
EATON'S HIGH SCHOOL ARITHMETIC. A thorough 
and exhaustive treatjse for High Schools and Acnde-
mies. 
EATON'S £L~MENTARY ALGEBRA, Designed for be-
ginners and yet sum~lently full for the preparation of 
students for College. 
EATON'S GRAMMAR SCHOOL ARITHMETIC. Unites 
the Common Scbool and High School Aritbmetlcs, nnd 
is sometimes preferred wbero only one Written Arith-
metic i. used. 
EATON'S ELEMENTS OF ARITHMETIC, A short 
course of WrItten Arithmetic, designed for Evening 
Scbools and special classes. 
Eaton's Series present a full and proctic"1 exposition 
of tbe mellic system of weigbts and measures, and the 
latest and most improved metbods of mathematical In-
stroction. 
Eaton's Arithmetic. are used exclusively in tbe public 
scbools of tbe city of Boston; also used in whole or in 
part in the cities of Worcester, Lynn, New Haven, nTidge~ 
port, Waterbury, Middletown, Meriden, Norwich, New-
port, Batb, Biddeford, and Saco. 
Eaton's Aritbmetlcs bave been adopted by the State 
Boards of -Education of California and Nevada a. tbe 
arithmetics for the schools of those States. 
They nre used very extensively in tbe cities and 
towns of Iown, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New IIamp-
sbire, Massachusetts and other States, 
PHILBRICK'S 
Union Speakers. 
THE AMERI CAN UNION SPEAKER, Containing choice 
selections for recitations and declamations In Schools, 
A.;auemles and Colleges, with introductory remarks 
on elocutton. 
THE PRIMARY UNION SPEAKER, With numerous 
lllustrations. Designed for primary and intermediate 
schools and fhmiUcs. 
Philbrick's Spenkers contain some of the choicest and 
mostyaluable selections from standard English and Amer-
ican Autllora. 'Illey are believed to be the latost and 
best Speakers published, and nre found to meet the 
wants of Teachers, Students and Pu pils. 
WORCESTER'S ELEMENTS OF HISTORY, Containing 
Ancient and Modern History. 
Tho History of the United States Is sufficlentl:,..,ull for 
ordinary GrAmmar SCl100ls, Rnd the History of Greece, 
Rome, Englnnd, aud France "ill especially commend it 
to teachers of High Schools and Academies. 
It contains a full account of the great rebellion. 
The Publishers would call attention to the abo,·e 
books as ,,·orks that are rnpidly becoming the standard in 
New England and the West. Livcral_terms given for 
introduitOn. 
De.criptive Cotalollues sent" on application to the Pub-
lishers, 
Thompson, Bigelow & Brown, 
25 and 29 Oornhill, - - Boston. 
THE NORMAL OFFERING. 
VALU ABLE MUSIC BOOKS 
Publisbed by 
OLIVER DITSON & CO" BOSTON, 
And 
O. H. DI'rSON & 00, NEW YORK. 
Sample copies sent by mail, postage paid on 
receipt of price. 
THE SONG GARDEN, 
A series of music books adapted to Schools of aU 
grades, progressively arranged with each book complete 
In Itself, by DR. LOWELL MASON. 
TH E SONG G~RDEN. FIRST BOOK for begin-
ners with a variety of easy and pleasing songs .. •. 50 ets. 
THE SONG GARDEN . SEcoNn BOOK. In ad-
dition t.o a practical course or Instrnction, it contains a 
choice collection of School Mu.ic. (Annual sale, 25,000) 
price, ............................ ............. . 80 cto. 
THE SONG GARDEN . TRIRD BOOK. BeRldes 
a Treatise 011 Vocal Culture with l11ustrat1ons, Exer-
cises, Solf.ggi, &c .. it contains New Mu.lc, adapted to 
High Schools, Young Ladies' Seminarlcs, &c., ...• $1.00 
NEW AND POPULAR JUVENILE MUSIC BOOK. 
THE GOLDEN ROBIN. 
By w. O. Perkins. Author of the" Nigbtlngale," &c. 
NEW CAN TAT A. 
Charming Solos and brilliant Chomses of easy Execution 
THE PICNIC, 
By J. R. THOMAS 
Designed for Schools, Singing Classes :and Social 
Gatherings. Price lu Board., $1.00. 
FOR CABINET ORGANS ANO MELODEONS THERE IS 
ItO BOOK EQUAL TO IT. 
CLARKE'S NEW METHOD FOR 
REED ORGANS. 
For Self·instruction it is unexcelled. full of the flne8~ 
Pieces, Voluntarios, &c., (Copyrighted 1860.) Price $2.50 
PIANO PUPILS 
"'iN' I .L L E.A. S I L"Y .A. 0 Q 1:7 IRE 
A Knowledge of Playing 
By using .. Riohardson's New Method," 
Price, $3,75. 
IMMENSE SUCCESS! 
Emerson's Unequalled Church Music Sook! 
THE CHORAL TRIBUTE, 
35,000 Now in Use. 
Price, $1.50, $13.50 pcr dozon. 
Fresh Musio and New Words for S. Schools. 
GLAD TIDINGS. 
By L. O. Emerson, and L. n. Starkweather. 
Mr Emerson is the antbor of the populnr books" GOL-
DEN HARP," .. GOLD~N WREATH," .. MERltY 
CIIIMES," .. HARP: 011 JUDAH," &c. Price, boards 
35 cents; paper 80 cen~s. 
Charming Works of Musica! Literature. 
:B"el"01'e,,'& Lellers. 1790-1826. With a por-
trai. nnd fac-slmlle. Clotb ............ . . . . ...... $2.00 
Lit! oj' CllOpin. By F. Liszt. Cloth ...... . 1,50 
Lij'e oj' Fell", .IJ-'fendel.<8f}hn :Barth oldy • Ed-
Ited "ud translated by Wm. r.. Gnl(e ............... $1.75 
Life of .fEandel. By V. Schoelchcr .......... 2 00 
Life oj' Bossini, "ill' a po1'll'ail by Gllstm'e 
2>01"6 • ......................................... $1.75 
.1l"elldelssolm's Lellers. 2 Volumes, each .. 1.75 
.JJrozarl. A Romantic Biography . .. ........ 1.75 
."ozarl's hellers. In 2 volumes, each ...... 1.75 
Polko's .7rusical Skelcl"'s ....... . .......... 1.75 
2)(JI.to 'd' :l!enli1dsrel1c~Jj of .1IendeissOflu.. 1.75 
7/ie .WllE,eal ;;dr! 7'rl1,c'p!e. , . ... ... ... 40 ct· •. 
NEW VOLUMES JUST PUBLISHED BY 
WOOLWORTH,AINSWORTH&Oo. 
BOSTON_ 
IN CLASSICS-Gcssar's Gallic War. 
A new edition of Coo sal', containing Seven 
Books of his celebrated Commentaries, with 
Notes and Vocabulary. By J. H. HANSON,A.M. 
I2mo., pp. 460. $2. 
IN MODERN LANGUAGES-Selections 
from French Prose and Poetry_ By 
EDWARD H. MAGILL, A.M. Being an advanced 
}!'rench Reader. Compiled from the principal 
French poets and prose writers by PROF. MA-
GILL during his residence in France. I2mo., 
pp. 450. $2. This new and valuable work is 
pronounced upon, by the few judges who have 
already seen it, in very flattering terms. 
Magill's New French Grammar. 
with Exercises and Vocabulary. 
IN DRAWING - Bartholomew's 
Drawing Books. New Series. Nos. 4 
and 10 just issued. N09. 6, 6, 7, 8, 11 and 12 
are in preparation. 'fhe first four numbers 
(now ready) are fundamental to all drawing. 
The advanced numbers are optional - as one 
ruay choose Fruits and Flowers, Animal Draw-
ing, Landscape, or the Human Figure. 
Bartholomew's Primary Oards, 
No.1, and Primary Slate, with or with-
out Rubber Cushions. This happy device for 
instructing young learners is proving a great 
"success." °0° Thid popular DrR.wing Series 
has been adopted wholly or in part, during the 
last few months, in more than forty different 
cities and towns. 
Payson, Dunton & Scribner's 
National System of Penmanship 
still maintains Its pre· eminence. It is most 
extensively uaed throughout the North Ameri-
can Continent and in Europe. .,-Nos. 1 to 
6 carefully revised and re-engraved, will be 
issued early in the Spring. 
INSURE ACAINST ACCIDENTS 
IN THE 
Travelers Insurance Co. 
THE TRAVELERS INSURANCE COMPANY of 
Hartford, grants insurance against ACCIDENTS 
causing death, or total disability from labor or 
business. Policies written by authorized 
agents, insuring by the month or year. Yearly 
cost, from $5 to $25 per $1,000, according to 
occupation. 
'I'm: TRAVELERS has issued over $160 000 
accident policies, and returned to policy 'hold_ 
ers. oyer $1 1000,000 in claims paid for death 
or InJury. 
Travelers Insurance CO. 
OF HARTFORD, CONN. 
CASH ASSETS, JULY 1, '869, - - - - - - $1,250,000. 
THE TRAVELERS INSURANCE COMPANY also 
grants all forms of LIFE and ENDOWAtENT IN_ 
SURANCE, at low rates for cash, either sepa-
rately orin combination with Weekly Indem-
nity for wholly disabling accident. The poli-
cies of this company unite AMPLE SECURITY 
and CHEAPNESS OF COST under A DEFINITE 
CONTRACT. The low rates. as compared with 
most companies, are equivalent to a LA.RGE 
DIVIDEND IN ADVANCE. 
INSURE YOUR LIFE 
IN TUE ORIGINAL 
Travelers InsurancoCo. 
WM. F. WINSHIP, Special Agt. 
I 
t 
Valuable Educational Works 
OF 
.Harper & Brothers. 
A. C. STOCKIN, 
135 Washington Street, Boston, Agent. 
AN1'HON'S CLASSICAL SERIES. 
LOOMIS'S MATHEMATICAL SERIES. 
CURTlUS A~D SMITH'S GREEK AND 
LATIN SERIES. 
WADDELL'S GREEK GRAMMAR, for be-
ginners. 





UPHAM'S MENTAL PHILOSOPHY. 
'STUDENTS' HISTORIES. 
SMITH'S SMALLER HISTORIES, 
HAVEN'S RHETORIC. 
CLASSICAL LIBRARIES. 
WILLIAl\lSON'S CONCENTRIC GLOBES, 
Celestial and Terrestrial. The outer Globe 
is of Glass, and has laid down upon it the 
Stars, Colures, Ecliptic, Outline.of Constel-
lations, &c. 
COMFORT'S GERMAN COURSE. 
FOSTER'S CHEMISTRY AND APPARATUS. 
A complete set of all the apparatus neces-
sary to illustrate the experiments given in 
the work is furnished for $45.00. 
SALKELD'S FIRST BOOK IN SPANISH. 
KNAPP'S FRENCH GRAMMAR AND 
READER. 
BUTLER'S ANALOGY. 
POTTER'S POLITICAL ECONOMY. 
WILLSON'S READERS. The most valuable 
Reading-Books before the public. 
WILLSON AND CALKINS'S CHARTS. The 
best appliances known in the Object-Teach-
ing System. 
CALKINS'S PHONIV CHARTS. 
FRENOH'S ARITHl\IETICS. A series of rare 
merit and originality. 
HARPER'S SLATE AND WRITING-BOOKS, 
combining instruction in Writing and Draw-
ing. 
SCHOOL L YRWS: A Collection of Sacred 
Hymns. 
DICTIONARIES AND LEXICONS. 
And many olhcr Valuable Educational Works. 
THE NORMAL OFFERING. 
Willson's Readers, 
(A Primer, two Spellers, and seven Readers.) 
The leading objects"aimed at in the prepara-
tion of the School and Family Series of Read-
ers have been, 
1st. 1'0 prepare a Series that shall furnish 
all possible means which books can afford for 
correct and snccessful instruction in the " art 
of reading," and especially, for the formation of 
correct HABITS of reading at the very beginning 
of the pupil's course. 
2d. To impart as great an amount 'and va-
riety of interesting and useful information as 
possible. 
This Series of Readers has now been before 
the public for nine years, and has conclusively 
proved that skill in reading and a knowledge 
of the Natural Sciences can be acquired at one 
and the same time. 
FHENCH'S 
ARITHMETICS. 
(First Leno.1S in .JVunzben, Stementat:>' 
;>1rillm.elic, and Common SChool ;>1"ilk-
metic now ready; Menial ;;1.·itkmelic 
;n P,·ess.j 
l'he series is intended to precede the higher 
Mathematics of Professor Loomis, of Yale Col-
lege, the whole to form a complete Mathemat-
ical course. 
l'he Authors are men of rare ability and su-
perior mathematical talent. 
The attention of live, progressive teachers is 
especially invited to the many new and valu-
able features of this Series, which are destined 
to work a change in methods of teachin~:that 
shall result in making (what all previous 
methods have failed to do) good, practical 
Arithmeticians. 
HARPER'S 
W R I TIN G BOO K S. 
Combining Symmetrical Penmanship with 
Marginal Drawing Lessons. In 'fen Numbers. 
.. I believe a child w1l11earn both to draw and write 
SOODer, and with more ease, than he wlll learn writing 
alone." HORAOE MANN. 
In addition to the Writing Exercises, the 
books contain a very carefully arranged set of 
Drawing Lessons. By means of these books 
Drawing can be taught in all schools, without 
the need of a special drawing teacher, or of 
special books of instruction. 
HARPER'S 
SCHOOL AND FAMILY SLATE. 
With accompanying Cards, containing over two 
Hundred Lessons in Writing'. Printing, Dra."wing, 
and Arithmetic. $12 .00 per dozen. 
Thi. Is not a mere toy, but i. carefully arranged lor 
use in Primar)' Schools, and forms an excellent and 
practical introduction to any Series of Wl'itin~ and 
Drawing Books. Send for Circular, with Cuts illus-
trating peculiar features. The Slates are not mailable. 
Cards will be mailed at 50 cell ts per set. 
HARPER & BROTHERS, 
Franklin Square, New York, 
OR 
A. O. STOOKIN, 
135 'Vnshing,1:on St., IJoston. 





By WILLIAM HENRY WADDELL, 
Professor of Ancient Language. In the University of 
Georg!a. 
104 Page., Fiexlble binding, $1.00, 
Thi. book Is what It. name Import., a .. GREEK Gu,.-
HAR Foa BeGINNER.... The author haa .tudiou.ly 
avoided the Insertion of a lolitary word not absolutely 
essenUal. I~ contains no notes, remarks, observationa, 
I! FINE FRINT" -in ehort, nothing to be marked by a 
teacher fur omission, 
The Grammar is designed to be committed to mem-
ory, from cover to cover. the first time the pupil goes 
over it. It i. NOT, therefore, a Grammar of reference-




By GEORGE F. COMFORT, A,M., 
Professor of Modern Languages and lEsthetics In 
Alleghany College, Pa. 498 pages, $2,00. 
In preparing this German Cours., It has been the aim 
of the author to Incorporate the most advanced views 
and principles of lingui.tic instruction, a. held by the 
best writers upon philology, and the best practical ed-
ncators in Europe and America. 
The book is intended for the use of those who llre 
entirely \j;norant of the German language. 
SCHOOL LYRICS' 
.A. COLLEOTION OF 
SACRED HYMNS FOR DEVOTIONAL EXERCISES 
IN SCHOOLS. By S. M. CAPRON, A.M. 
This I. a convenient. compact ana select manuai of 
hymDs for use in the .chool-room and the family circie. 
Great Jabor and care have lleen bestowed upon it, par-
ticularly in the choice and arrang.ment of the hymn •. 
Out of several thousand examined carefully, about two 
hundred and Sixty have been seJected on account of 
tneir special tlLness for devotional exercises in 8chools. 
There is nothing SUPERPLUOU. In the book. H con-
tains only the OHOICEST STANDARD Hymns. It includes 
only hymns which are UNSEOTARlAN in their character. 
HARPER & BROTHERS, 
PUBLISHERS, 
Franklin Square, New York. 
0& 
A. o. STOOKI~, 
135 W"ash1ngton ~t.. Boston. 
Agent for the introduction of U . .I; no's Tex\-books. 
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Points of Superiority 
CLAIMED FOR 
THl NATIONAl SlRllS, 
PUBLISHED BY 
A. S. BARNES & co., 
New York, Boston 
And Chioago. 
I. 
PARKER & WATSON'S READERS. 
'!'o.e ~;atlonat Readers chailenge compnri -
son in point of Binding, which surpasses in 
firmness and durability that produced by any 
other school book publisher. 
The Illustrations are of the highest order 
of art. 
l'he Word-building system for beginners, 
and the method of teaching Pronunciation and 
Elocution, are original and peculinr to these 
books, and far excel any other process for ac-
complishing the same purpose. 
The Topical arrangement in the higher 
numbers. 
The fullness and availability of Notes and 
Biographical Sketches. 
The selection of Literature is unequalled 
'l'hese books are larger and more com-
plete in each grade than any competitor in 
the same number of volumes, containing 
from 200 to 300 pages more matter, which is 
equivalent to one full additional book. 
The publishers guarantee that the edi-
tions will be absolutely Uniform, and thnt 
they contain no sectarian, political or other 
matter thnt is objectionable in a school book. 
Parker and Watson's Readers have been 
adopted for exclusive use in five States and in 
more than one hundre<llarge cities. 
THE NORMAL OFFERING. 
II. 
MONTEITH'S GEOGRAPHY. 
This series claims pre-eminence for its 
mechanical excellence. 
Its superior Gradation. 
Its wider range of subject. 
Its Object teaching. 
The beauty, convenience and accuracy of 
its Maps. 
The arrangement and variety of Map-
questions. 
The completeness and convenience of the 
Statistical l'ables. 
The introduction of Physical Geography 
as part of the regular course. 
And the new and only satisfactory lIys-
tem of Map Drawing. 
Monteith's Geographies have been adopt-
'£heir intensely interesting, yet practioal 
presentation of the subject. 
Their e~i~y n~ and original feature 
of " Practical Questions." 
Their fine illustrations, typography, etc. 
Their entire frcshness (the books are just 
p'trbiished) including every recent discovery 




Claims preference because it is the only 
book which presents the subject with direct ref-
erence to the acquisition and preservation of 
Health through a practical knowledge of one's 
own frame. 
ed for exclusive use by eight States; and VI. 
cities, counties and towns innumerable. 
In the city of New York, where all the SMITH & MARTIN'S BOOKKEEPING. 
leading series are admitted to the schools, the 
books of the Board of Education show that the 
annual sale of Monteith considerably exceeds 
that of all others combined. 
III. 
DAVIES' MATHEMATICS. 
Dayies' is the only complete system and 
the only one that unites the following advan-
tages: 
Systematic and philosophical Arrnnge-
ment. 
Precision of Statement. 
Conciseness of Expression. 
Simplicity and Adaptation of Language. 
Thoroughness and completeness. 
Originality and unity of Method. 
The combination of book and Slate-pat-
ented. 
The binding peculiar to the National 
Series. 
l'hese bo:>ks are the acknowledged Nation-
al Standard in their department, are more 
widely used than any others, and have fur-
nishcd other authors with the best of their 
material. 
l'hc series is rewritten an<l entirely new 
being brought up to the most advanced de: 
mands of the time. There is no conflict of 
editions. 
IV. 
STEELE'S "14 WEEKS" I N EACH 
SCIENCE. 
Steele's works are peculiarly adapted to 
public schools and others which can give but a 
limited time to the Sciences, by reason of 
Their brief course, denling mainly with 
the elements of science. 
Includes Theory and Practice cOlllbined 
in the most easy, cOllcise and methodicial form. 
By the prominence given to the simpler forms 
of bookkeeping, it remedies a defect apparent 
in many pretentious treatises which seems to 
have been pi cpal'cd mainly for the use c: 
wholesale mel'chant~, leaving Tetailel's, me· 
chanics and farmers without a guide. 
VII. 
BOYD'S COMPOSITION & RHETORIC. 
Excels in the attention given to the illus-
tration of Grammatical Principles, and in 
completeness of treatmen t under the heads of 
Synonyms, Figurative Language, and th~ 
sources of Argument and Illustration. 
VIII. 
SMITH'S COMPLETE ETYMOLOGY. 
Differs from others in containing, besides 
the ordinary Latin and Greek drivations, a 
vast number from other sources, including 
chiefly the Anglo-Saxon, which furnishes the 
great majority of words in common use. 
H. M. CABLE, 
117 Washington St.,Boston. 
